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FOREWORD 

This report is submitted in response to the recommeiuhti.,•.« „f ,i,   r   . 
of the Committee on Industrial Development SÄi °f "U' ,irsVs|,:MV" 
Council at its thirty-first session (resolution 8^ (Xxíí)5° I*0"0n,,c a,kl Sv,a! 

The report was prepared by the Secretariat with the assist•- nf .. 

part II  bnefly analysing in a number of typical cases the total vol.•     t       , 

in 



EXPLANATORY NOTES 

I'M- «if a hyphen (-) Vtween dates representing years, e.g.. l'W-l')?5  signifies 
the hill JKTKKI involved, includii g tin- beginning and'cud years. 

References to "tons" indicate    nutrie tons, and  to  "dollars"   United  States 
dollars, unless otherwise stated 

The term "billion" signifies a thousand million. 

Details and percentages  in  tables  do not necessarily add  to  totals   because 
• >t rounding. 

MTAlfr,riVta,!l,niiatirS,,aVl 'Y?. Use,d: EXI for KnU' N'a«»nale Idrocarburi: 
A!   A tor Mnmg l-.xpl»ratn>ii and Development Institute ITurkevI- PFMI-V for 

^^¡n!^?.<•T:,,H,s^,,KTRO,í"¿xí !ür !,ctr,,,,co l<rasi,l'irü: •° for "¿kS •National let ,.,.,„„ Company; l.AR for United Arab Republic: Yl'F for Yaci- 
miento,-. IV.r-:bleros Píscales |Argentina| ; YPFK for Yacimientos Petrolíferos 
fiscales Hulivianos. ' 

• • •iy lunations employe«! and the presentation of the material in this nub- 

Srrë H1!; 7 ^W? ¡T?*• 0f »"y.^T" -hats-ver on the part o the 
, rI f ÍH  L'i it«l Nations concerning the legal status oí anv country or 
territory or of „., authorities, or concerning ,|le delimitation of its frontiers 
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INTRODUCTION 

I. I ho purpose of the- present rejxm is to ¡investigate 
the capita] requirements of petroleum exploration and 
methods of fmancing such exploration. Before embark- 
ing on this study, however, it may be useful to consider 
hnclly the role of the petroleum industry in the modern 
economy and to indicate the factors which give rise to 
the need for an analysis of the specific problems of 
petroleum exploration. 

TlIK   POSITION   OF    HYIHIOCM,BON8   IN    rilK   lliAN,|M 

PATTERN  OF  PKIMAKY F.NF.fUiV lONSlM ITION 

2.   A feature of recent changes in the pattern of i.ri 
nary energy consumption has hun the growing im- 
pr'tance of hydrocarbons (petroleum and natural gas) 
as cornered witl. other primary energy «»urces  The 
changes in world consumption are summarize«! in table I 

T«kk  1. OuagM la world coM.mptio. of CMr|ri 19t9l9S9 

(Millions of torn of coal équivalent, except as indicated) 

Y tot, „¿ 
item 

SoUd 
furl, fueli 

Naturel        Hyàt,.- 
tf electricity 

1929: 
l'«y weight 
Percentage 
¡959 : 
By weight 
Percentage 

Urani       i-,m$*mfti,m 
»otti      (Kiln^Ttmmeii 

1,367 
79.8 

2,074 

52.7 

255 
14.9 

1,218 
30.9 

76 
4.5 

566 

14.4 

14 
0.8 

79 
2.0 

1.7.2 

100 

3,9.17 

«67 

1,345 

No. ÍT&WäXW'"* *"" SmlÍtí- /W S,a'tefc»' Pa^. &rt» ». 
3   In order to  interpret  correctly the  figures  in 

•able 1   it should I« noted that in 1959 the United 
Mates of America alone accounted for some 35 per cent 
of world energy consumption and used petroleum prod- 
ucts (including natural gas) to cover 73.9 per cent of 
its needs, whereas in the rest of the world solid fuels 
remained the most important source of energy. Never- 
theless, there has undoubtedly bee» an absolute increase 
m the share of hydrocarlxms, particularly during recent 
years and m the industrial countries. An example of this 
trend is furnished by the Soviet Union, where petroleum 
and natural gas accounted for 24 per cent of consump- 
non m 1956 and 30 per cent in Í959. The position ìs 
similar in western Europe, where the proportion in- 
çreased froni 21.3 per cent in 1956 to 30 £r cent in 
1959. A similar trend may also be observed in the case 
of the under-developed countries, because of the very 
widerange o technical possibilities for the use of hydro- 
carbons, as illustrated by table 2. 

THE VOLUME AND STRUCTURE OF PETROLEUM 
INVESTMENT 

««í* 4
A C0Mh¡f«M«. investment effort has been neces- 

sary to meet the rapid expansion of demand. It may be 
noted in this connexion that in the world as a whole, 
ÎÏÏLÎt f ceP*lon of mainland China and the other 
centrally-planned economies, well over one-half of petro- 

rïïSuS T? haS ST.***«1 to «PWonP and production.  This  world-wide average is undoubtedly 

1 

heavilv influenced by the fact that, in the United States 
(which accounted for 58 per cent of world investment 

LrliT? "UZ•,1d'T>r durin« the mnrt«*n «*»**> more than two-thirds of ptroleum investment has been 
channelled into exploration and production in the past 
decade. Nevertheless, the tendency for exploration and 
production to account for the major part of investment 
in petroleum is a universal characteristic (see table 3). 

EXTENSION  OF PETROLEUM   EXPLORATION  ANO  PRO 
DUCTION TO NEW AREAS 

5.  Because of the importance of petroleum resources 
to modern economies, there has been a substantial ex- 
pansion  of   exploration,  and   prospecting  has   been 
extended to increasingly numerous and less accessible 
areas. Recent research on the formation of petroleum 
deposits has made it possible to determine the combina 
tions of geological conditions which warrant expiration. 
Nevertheless, the presence of the necessary geological 
strata and rocks in a given ar-a does not necessarily 
justify the assumption that there are commercially ex- 
ploitable accumulations of hydrocarbons; the deposits 
must also be ^cumulated in particular geological for- 
mations known as "traps". Even when all the theoretical 
conditions seem to be present, exploration is often un- 
successful and sometimes results only in the discovery 
o   reservoirs of water, occasionally accompanied by a 
little gas. Many examples illustrating the speculative 
nature of petroleum exploration will be given later in 



Talli«' 2.  'lYrhnirnl   |iin>i>il)ilili«-i>   for  the  um-  of   ih«-  Miriou«  multi-piirpoM> 
»ourrc»  of  i-iMTgy 

I   It • I I li II v 

•LI/     ••.,/» 
• :•   ni 

! i.iii«|«>rl 

Air \ 
U...KI \ 
K',.1 t    \ \ \« X« 
Sia \ \'- _ 

Indit-try 

M:n Itine IO» IT \ X \ \ \' X' 
1- Iti (mal |I"VMT \ X \ \ X X 
Strain pu HIT \ \ \ \ X — 

VKricnltiire I lrait«r>, i'H. i \ — — 

1 It .itiui; am l'tHikillR \ \ \ X X- X' 

•Menni,«!   lino. > T.ither   by   direct   use  of   steam   and   hot 
•N<>   Miner  used. « iter fur  heating  (Ireland»  or after comcr- 

'   lechtiicall)  |HI .itile  Inn  not vet u-ed.              .|,.ii into  electricity   for heating and cooking 
* (ethnically   possible   and    ii^cd :n     New 

Zealand. ' (Vnkint:   or   heating  hy   electricity. 

Tabic S. Invrolmrnl in the prtroU-um  ¡ndustrv 

I.   WORLD»  (txii.rniM, IKNTRALIWIAN \n iMIhS   OF     Kl ROM;   AND    MAINLAND   CHINA) 

l'«W Sliln Total 

H.W-IO'-n 
»,//i„«., i'.i.fiMjf   .W/mm       i.t,,ttiage   Militimi       lUrrentoge 

otJ,.uar. .-i t.'tai     ,<f d,Han ,<t Uttl     nf dollars of tolti 

I'roilm lion, including explora- 
it*'" .(7,5 Iti 

Pipelines >J7? 

Sea transport 715 

Refineries 5,7911 

l'etri »-chemicals '«Ml 

Marketing 1,8*11 

Other l.o.fci 

TOT vi    52.2iKt 

ny H.I70 

4 5 2.1 WO 

14 7.310 

11.1 0,71(1 

17 765 

7.4 5.875 
Ml S65 

.«7.5 51.58(1 

55 4,455 

Ì'KÌ 8,025 

17.K 12.500 

2.0 1,665 

156 9.755 

2 J 1,895 

NMi      ,!7,775 100 0      89,075 

57.4 

5.0 

8.0 

14.0 

1.8 

10.8 

2.1 

100.0 

it     n'V'i'':|l',,aSî'   .Mallha"a»   ,!:'.",k-.  iVtr-.K-tim   iHiartmi-nt.   fafiial   Imvstmatts  ,,v   the 
II orld I ,-lr,'lmui Industry, l.y K t,. <o«,„crun I \, w S ork I. 

« liicludiim investment in natural gas tut eM-lu,|„,B costs of Reologia-! and geophys.cal 

inThTlÄw aCCÜl",,     r $*,9"° """""• "'  WhHh I*-1100 mi,,ion  *•» «"i"• 

Il    ROMANI 

Í0<J IVnO 

1 \|iloiation of new «'server 

1 'niUipiuent 

t oii'trurtioii of rennet ir* 

\h!h.,m .,/,-i 

6,276 

10,917 

2,867 

l\tcr*l¿at of 
Util 

55 

14 
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•V.,,,..    Infornano,, commun,,.,., d ,., the l'innd \.lt„,„s l,>  ,1,, , „.vermnent o. Romania. 
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Tabi«'   3   (continual) 

III      l   MMN   ,,|.   Nuil ¡   >i.< IAI IM    «Kl"   I:,   , , 

Il Ir. V. 

I"t;il investment in Ihr iKlroIcuni imltiMrv 
I'xploration and pnxliu-ti« >n 

l'.X|ilor,ilioii |>n.|>er 

l>ccp dcvi'liipnii in <lrillinj> 

IlMl.l IHI' 

sil lido 

1 4.1 II MI 

Ifi IIIMI 

11 min 

•> . ;llll 

Idilli 

i r.iii 

¡IUI 

11 
li. 

'•10 per ceni  ,.f  total  investment in  the  Soviet  fmon  m   1^6-1957. 

the repon. At this jioint. attention turds tn |H- drawn 
to the risks involved and the iin|H>ssil»ilitv of predicting 
results tinti! a deposit lias l»een reached liy drilling, and 
its size has been estimated. 

6. It is likely that the majority of the most easily 
discovered dqxi.sits have been finnici in the areas already 
explored. There are. however, still some virgin terri- 
tories which may hold large resources. Moreover the 
exploration of deqier strata is now jwjssihle as a result 
ol tue steady advances in exploration techniques—i e 
m the detection of structural or stratigraphie traps 
which may contain exploitable dqx>sits—and the im- 
provement of drilling equipment. It is not uncommon 
tor new dqxjsits to lie found below fields already in 
production. 

7. The extension of exploration to new areas has 
already resulted in increasingly market! changes in the 
world production picture. Although world production 
has increased over the past fifteen years al a fairly 
steady rate of about 6 per cent per annum, the over-ail 
figure conceals substantial changes in the position of 
the mr-n producing areas. A number of instances of 
these changes may he deduced from table 4 

8. As the table shows, the IIIIIIIIKT of producili- 
countries increased from twenty-diree to tit'n ivw, l,r 
twecn \<)M) and I'M. and the list „f ,|„- ;en latest 
petroletm, producers ha> changed ciisideral.lv hirtiicr- 
"«ore. the share of the ten largest producers j„ total 
production fell from <>S per cent in l'MO to S' per cent 
"i I'M. an indication of the trend t,,uank ,,„„,. „„),.. 
spread production which appears t„ iK. g.uhc.,,,.. 
momentum at the present time. 

DEFINITION OF TIIF. TKKM "PITROI.I I M KXIM.OK\IION" 

9. Exploration, in this context, is the stage of oirra 
tions during which various techniques are applied with 
a view to finding whether there is a commercially cv 
pkJitable accumulation of hydrocarbons in a given 
region In other words, it is necessary to demonstrate 
not only that such an accumulation of Indro*atIM.HS is 
present but also that the oil ami gas can In- extracted 
on economic terms, taking into consideration exploita- 
tion and development costs and local conditions |y,. 
nileiH» exploration essentially comprises pMiminarv 

reconnaissance work and prospecting. Preliminary re 
connaissance includes general geological survevs of the 

(Militons of Ions, craft ,,.f indiali,;!) 

I'nited  States 

Venezuela 

I'SSR 

Iran 
Romania 

Mexico 

Indottesi; 

(.'olom» ta 

Peru 

Trinidad 

Total of the ten 

Percentage of world produc- 
tion (194 million tons) 

Total   number   of   producing 
countries 

121.1 

20.1 

18.5 

6.0 

5.7 

5.7 

5.5 

2.8 

17 

1.J 
190.4 

08.0 

23 

I VAI 

I itited States 

Venezuela 
USSR 

Iran 

Saudi  Arabia 

Kuwait 

Mexico 

Indonesia 
Iraq 

Romania 

Total of the ten 

Percentage of world pmdiic- 
tion (523 million tons) 

Total   number   of  produciti« 
countries 

266.7 
80.0 

.17.0 

32.3 

26.6 

17.3 

10.4 

6.8 

0.6 
5.0 

489.6 

03.6 

44 

I'nited States 

I'SSR 

Venezuela 

Kuwait 

Saudi Arabia 
Iran 
Iraq 

I "anada 

Indonesia 

Sahara 

Total of the ten 

Per^entaRc of world produc- 
tion (1,119 million Ions) 

Total   number   of   producing 
countries 

,i.\t.s 

toMl 

155 7 

82.7 

w>.\ 

5X.O 

48.8 

*>X 

21.0 

1.901» 

H'lll 

whole   area   or   l>asin.   photogeological   mapping   and, 
where necessary, gravimetric surveys. These Derations 
which provide an initial, ver)' general idea of the poten- 
tialities of the area, usually require only a provisional 
exploration permit, and not an exclusive license 

10.   Prospecting consists of a series of intnisive li, |.| 
surveys to determine the possible structures of the ,-,n.-, 
linde- study,   «ieological and  geophysical  methods and 
procedures are used, leading, where appropriate, t., core 
drilling. The next step is test-drilling, the only  method 

3 



«•' asOTi.-.riiiiK that a deposit exists. In inanv ciho 
-iipplimcntary >eismic Mirvt-vs arc ncrr^r.rv' These 
"Kraiions may onlv IK- undertaken !>v th< holder of a 
"'I' «'.' ¡»nierai rights. s„ch rs a grant „f s(l](. cxplora- 
""i'  rights,  where  MK.], title-, arc required liy  law. 

H. Win n the results of exploration are favourable 
development follows. I Vvclopmciit drilling is the onlv 
"i';t"> of determining the extent of the ,ie|H.sit and o't 
estimating its reserves. Development work (geophysics, 
drilling) is therefore ¡nc|,i<: I in the exploration staue 
(Krause a great many uncertainties are still present even 
after oil has been struck. Xeverthclcss. these risks are 
i" sume extent comparala to '.hose faced hv other in- 
dustrial ventures. This "normalization" (,f the risks is 
</ fortinri applicable to the calculation of the investment 
necessary fur collecting systems, exploitation and 
storage facilities and means of transjxirt for the petro- 
leum produced. 

THE CASE OF THE DEVELOPING COINTRIFS 

12. The subject of the present study is confined to 
the capital requirements and methods'of financing of 
petroleum exploration, as defined in the preceding 
section. The approach adopted is expressly designed to 
lie of service to countries in process of'development. 
The national accounts of developing countries generally 
reflect a nunilier of structural imbalances which affect 
the budget (inadequacy of current revenue to cover ex 
jK'iiditures essential to th( nation's economic life), the 
trade balance (because of heavy imports of capital goods, 
on which returns are obtained only after a considerable 
time lag) ami the distribution of national income (often 
insufficient to cover urgent consumption and investment 
needs).1 

13. In this context, it may l»e useful to not? tlv 
specific goals which developing countries normally s< ; 
themselves. In most cases, developing states are con 
corned to secure |»etroleuni resources that will free them 
from reliance on imports by enabling them to cover 
heir domestic needs. In such cases, the government's 

p. man- desire is to discover and exploit sufficient 
petroleum in its territory to stimulate economic devel- 
opment and provide a flexible, reliable and relativelv 
inexpensive source of energv. In the long run the 
investment necessary to carry out such a programme 
should 1M? offset by the strengthening of the national 
economy and trade Imtancc resulting from the elimina- 
tion of petroleum imports. Various methods may be 
used to execute a programme of this kind, in which 
petroleum is regarded as a means rather than an end. 

14. In other cases, petroleum production mav lie a 
goal in itself, in the same way as the production "of any 

'1 »espile the restricted »cope of this study, example, taken 
in.m the exploration policy of the industriali,«! «,4 wffl 
U- inven Such examples will, however, only he cited in cases 
«here they n„Kht he oí assistance in evaluat.np a "peone 
problem. An attempt simply to transpose Mlrh rases into he 
framework of an analysis intended for the ihr ,,f devel..ni,m 
comunes  would he misleading. pm' 

raw -nateria!   which   is  produced primarily   for ex,H>rt 
m order to obtain additional re^.tiroes foi 'national eco- 
nomic development.  In this case, the problem is tun so 
much   to   ImaiK"  exploration   as   t.,  achieve   maximum 
production. In many cases the resources of the country 
concerned are insutt'ici. nt to attain this goal and foreign 
capital   is   called   u\xn\  to  undertake   the   exploration 
o|Krat,ons. This has been the position in several under- 
developed countries whose main resource is petroleum. 
I heir primary concert, is to market their oil at tlie best 
prices, and the probkm has been solved in the past by 
concluding agreements with foreign companies, usually 
international   in   scope,   which   take   the   initiative   in 
- M-loratiou and pay the government a royalty on each 
t"" of petroleum produced on their concessions. 

15.   In the course of time, however, objectives mav 
change. I-or instance, contracts concluded by a govern- 
ment and originally designed onlv to supply domestic 
needs may be amended to allow the contracting com- 
panies  to  dispose  freely of the petroleum  produced 
In no case has there been a programme which has 1er! 
to the results originally envisaged. The planned objec- 
tives have  lieen  exceeded, or  not  realized,  either as 
regards the quantity or quality of the oil and gas pro- 
duced. So tar as quantity ¡s concerned, little comment 
is necessary   I he pattern of consuming and producing 
areas and the regions in which reserves are concen- 
trated result  in petroleum being essentially  a traded 
cnmnuKlity   A i»licy of national self-sufficiency in this 
held is unlikely to result in a satisfactory equilibrium 
or the optimum use of resources. Every country, whether 
t he petroleum-deficient or whether it possesses a sur- 

tmis must necessarily look beyond the confines of its 
own economy in framing its petroleum policy. 

16. Also the quality of the petroleum produced often 
¡ails to satisfy a country's requirements. Although less 
obvious, this second point is not unimportant. While 
trom heavy crudes the proportion of lighter fractions 
can be increased by appropriate technical processes and. 
«m the other hand, products suitable for use as motor 
fuels can be burned in furnaces, such procedures are 
often uneconomic. Cases thus occur in which the crude 
petroleum produced cannot meet the requirements of 
the producmR country and the latter must therefore 
trade its products. 

17. These considerations indicate that it is difficult 
i not impossible, to establish a priori anv close relation- 
ship between the production goals proposed and the 
means to be employed to achieve them. They also heb 
to explain the international character of the petroleum 
industry, resulting from the distribution of thVworhÏÏ 
consunnng and producing areas and the risks involved 
m petroleum exploration. 

18. However,   whatever the  motive   which  impels 

¡MOT oSntTV° dew,°P.the* Petroleum resouiS 
or to exploit whatever potential they may have as effi- 
ocntly as possible, it is essential tnat they Kdte 
fully aware of their possibilities in this field • in other 
words, that they should know to what extent ¿riescale 
exploration may be worth while. g 



Par, 1.   CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS OF PETROLEl M EXPLORATION 

1 . Hi«' various pliascs of petroleum ex->loration 
involve many different techniques, the unit costs of 
which vary f-n-ully. The total cost of exploration pro- 
grammes „ISM vanes greatly, depending on geographic 
economic aiiil other factors and the length of time 
winch elapses hefore dejxisits are discovered. It is 
therefore extremely difficult to ohtaiu any representative 
ligures An attempt will, however, 1M? made in chapter 1 
u> analye the pnncipal phases of exploration work 
and to (stimate their unit cost. Chapter 2 will consider 
the overall capital requirements on the basis of a few 
typical examples drawn from completed programmes. 

20. The world-wide extension of petroleum explora- 
ion,   which  was mentioned  in the   Introduction,  has 

been accompanied by a multiplication of operators and 
an increase in the volume of investment. Petroleum 
prospecto• are being faco«| with financing problems 
which are m some cases new to them. The following 
is at! analysis of some of the basic issues involved. 

21. Financing problems in the petroleum industry 
vary according to the particular stage of operations 
I his  is no  doubt  true of other industries, but it is 

especially characteristic of the petroleum industry The 
exploration stage is marked by a very high degree of 
uncertainty and requires substantial financial rezurces 
J hese two features of petroleum exploration also help 
o expfcun why ,he petroleum industry is characterised 

In a very high degree of integration and is constantly 
expanding to new areas. y 

crut J!lC|eXtraCti7n; ^Pprtation and processing of 
, eÍ.     1 an<1 ?* il,stribl,tio" of petroleum pfod- 

U J      V°i a n°,rmal i"arR,n of »ncertainty and may 
Xr  "  0I: Û,ï ba^Sof the same economic criteri as other industrial activities. In the case of an inte- 

grated organization, they constitute the relatively stable 
element on which the more risky venture of exploration 
»an IK- based. Theoretically, the ideal situation is achieved 
when a suitable dynamic balance is maintained between 
resources discovered, resources exploited and available 
markets, due allowance being made for the growth of 
demand .and of consumption. The distinction between 
exploration and exploitation might therefore be regarded 
as somewhat artificial. In fact it is impossible to make 
a complete separation !>etween exploration and its ob- 
jectives—the production and ultimately the marketing 
of petroleum. The discovery of petroleum deposits leads 
to further exploration and provides the capital required 
to finance  new programmes.  Although  it  is ea»y to 
distinguish technically between the two stages, it  is 
very difficult to separate strictly exploration costs from 
production costs in the industry's accounts. Neverthe- 
less, it is undeniable that the special problems of financing 
in the  petroleum industry are principally attributable 
to the exploration stage and far less to the later stages, 
the economic behaviour of which is more or less normal 
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C'liAi'ii-.k   1 

Principal exploration operation,, and their co*t 

A.     1'KKl.lMI.NARv    RKCONNAISSAN»!-: 

arî3' The f,rst.s,cI) '» ""tia'.Mig an exploration pro- 
gramme is a critical and detailed appraisal of all the 
Slí K7Kr,Cal litare--publications dealing with 
surface geology, records of the drilling of water wells 
and other data on the sub-surface geological structure. 
I he preliminary reconnaissance of the territory should 
also include a survey of general conditions in the area 

SKfrí fraUircs< tra,,S'",rt facili,i^ l»ros,Hvtivè 
mdtistrial development, etc. All of this information will 
he required in preparing a more detailed exploration 
programme. I exploration of the area is not /„led out 
on the basis of this preliminary general survey, various 
other methods are used to provide additional'data the 
choice of methods king dependent on the results of the 
initial survey. Among these methods are aerial photo- 
graphy, sur ace geological surveys and geophysical 
methods, such as gravimetry and ntagnctometry   ' 

Acrid photoijraphx 

24.   in many countries complete photographic cover- 
age is available, providing a very useful basis for initial 
geological  reconnaissance.  If the available coverage is 
"J a form and on a scale suitable for petroleum ex- 
ploration, much time can lie saved. Where photographic 
coverage is not available, such a survey can W of great 
value for various purposes, in additi,n to iH-trolciini 
exploration,   such   as   mining,   ^graphical   survey, 
civil engineering projects, the construction of transmrt 
facilities,  irrigation,  etc.  The scale  adopted   tor one 
purpose may not be identical with that appropriate for 
another and it may therefore IK- of advantage to make 
additional surveys on the desired scale, using the fa 
cilities provided for the general programme. 

25.   The photographs must overbp by 60 ,Kr cent 
along the line of flight and by 30 ,«r c«n,t liei ween 
adjacent strips. A topographical map of the area can 
be  compi ed  from   the  photographs.   Frequently,  the 
photographs can also IK- used directly to map the près 
enee of geological features of interest such as outcrop- 
ping beds and faulting. The main geological features 
of an area may be identified through stereoscopic ex 
animation of vertical photographs. The presene- of thick 
torest cover is a handicap but is not necessarily a barrier 
to the use of this method, since surface structure and 
the nature of the outcropping formations tend to he 
indicated by the type of vegetation and the topography 
V\here rocks are well exposed, the IK-SI route, to reach 
them may be indicated and no substantial  feature of 
the area photographed should be missed. 1'nder favour 
able conditions, photogeology can he the quiekest and 
cheapest method of pin-pointing the areas of principal 



imi rest. Tlic fi>~t m i>iii-raliciii- inav. i>f nuirai'. 1"' 
• itlifl« <1 liv tin- limi tu < -tahli-h a'rlirlds ami navii'i- 
liniwil controls. 1 Mit tln-r niav aln-adv exist nr M am 
1,'hr I»- requin-d l'i >r other purpose» Weather uiil al-<> 
lie a l'ailii!'. a- tin number <>! hour» during which ai rial 
plu itographv i- ]" i--iMr will \:irv OMi-idi rahlv ir.mi aria 
tu arca, whereas the fixed o-ts will remain constan! 
whether nr  t:ot   photographv   i>  being  <!i,]>1<>\t-<!. 

Jfi. < iivcu filini weather ami living I-< >i i < 1 i î i < ni\ tlic 
cn-t ut" aerial photographs un a n'aie of 1 5<>.< x M ) j, abnit 
SI.3» tur square kilometre of coverage. Tin prcpara- 
tion of a t<ijHi^r:i]i1:if;il nia]> and the gr<'logical c-.anii- 
nation together tost approximated $J |KT square kilo- 
mètre. According to I''. Shearer,- a consultan' geologist. 
the generally aiceptcd figure is alxnit SJ.50 per -pian- 
kilonietre. I' Leicester3 indicates that costs ratine troni 
$.V¿5 to $í>.5() per square kiloni'/trc. depending on 
conditions. The cost is of course ..tthstantially atïected 
liy the scale adopted.4 The most connu«m sc.iY is 
1 :50.(MM>, luit a larger scale may Ite rei|uired for 
detailed work. 

27. Photogrologv is, of course, iiHi't  useful in those 
oonnlries   where    no   geological    sttrvev s    have    heeii 
made.   While   photogeology   doe>   not   replace   surface 
survcvs    which remain essential —it  is a  valuable pre 
liniinary   which   saves   time   ani   adds   to   the   relia 
biliîy and accuracy of the surface survey. P.y the n-e of 
photogeology. a company oinrating in tin* Sallara was 
able to complete a reconnaissance map of its exploration 
ap-a at a <|itartcr <if the cost, and in a third of the time, 
that would have I »ecu required using conventional sur 
face survey methods alono.   As a result, the company 
was able to commence productive drilling les«, than two 
months after the start of exploration operations. 

Surfait' ijcoUujkiil surveys 

28. The objectives of surface geological survey- are 
to ascertain whether there are rock* indicative of the 
iccurrcnce of fx-troleuni (i.e., source, riservi.ir and cap 

locks) and whether .onditions have been favourable for 
the formation and preservation of any oil or gas aceti 
nmlation. Kxamiiiatiott of outcrops may provide useful 
information regarding the general nature of the strata 
(although geological structures may change rapidly with 
depth) and may facilitate the selection of an initial 
explanatory drilling site. Further surface geological sur- 
veys may be necessary even after seismic work or 
drilling has l>egun. They should prove even inoro useful 
once the result of these oj»eratious is known. The area 
covered by a geological party in a given JKTMKI will 
obviously depend on t!»e terrain atul on the amount of 
detail which is practicable and desirable In Argentina, 
for example, seven parties covered 37.(MX) square kilo- 
metres during PHA), which represents 5,<MMi square 
kilometres |HT party |>er year. In more difficult cases, 
it may prove inqiossible for a |«rty to survey more 
than a few hundred square kilometres per year. 

-(hi and ii'ji Journal. 1.1 January  l''5S. 
3 "OrjMtii/.ition »>f exploration". Paper presented at the 

I'nitcil Nations Inter reuion.il Seminar un Techniques of 
Petrol-urn   IH-Yclopincul,   New   York.  2.1   tannarv-JI   l-'ehruarv 

4 Kur further details see also l'nitrii Nations I'r,<,-, -rdiniit 
of tin' I'niled .Viifi'.'H.« \i'»i!>ii»r i >i .Urial .S'ii>f,v Mtthod.i und 
I'./ii!>ni,-ii.' i S.iles  N.>    oO 11.!•'.?». 

21» It is ver- difficult to speciiy any average unit 
tost for geological survey teams because of the great 
variation in conditions, particularly as regards the 
nature of the terrain rind remoteness from bases. The 
published material frequently makes no distinction be- 
tween the costs of geological and geophysical work 
i as in the case of the Soviet Union). However. (.'. T. 
|ones;'' consultant geologist at Tulsa, puts at $29,000 
the cost of ,Vi() days' work by a surface geological part\ 
exploring an oil basin in the south-western United 
States inea-uring 4/>50 square kilometres, half of which 
i> difficult of access. The generally accepted figure for 
a light geological survey party is alxnit $3,000 per 
month or al tout S35.01M) per year. The cost may, how- 
ever, IK- greatly increase» 1 if air transjxm is used. 
In anv case, the cost of surface geological surveys is 
slight e« »ni>arei! to that of the other operations. 

Geophysics 

30. < ¡«-ophysical methods are used to explore to great 
depths for the identification of structures which may 
contain |Ktr<>leuui. The techniques employe»! are based 
on a variety of physical principles and vary in accuracy 
and cos» (iravity surveys an«l magnetometer surveys, 
which employ relatively light equipment, are frequently 
used for preliminary reconnaissance of extensive areas. 
Telluric methods are less frequently Used. Seismic tech- 
nique«, which are more expensive and require consider- 
able equipment, are not employed until it is decided to 
make a detailed survey of a limited area. 

(•.ipGravimctry 
31. (iravity surveys determine variations in the 

density »>f underground strata by measuring small 
changes in mass at different places on the earth's sur- 
face. Rocks »liffer in density and a very large accumu- 
lation »»f high density rocks will result in a local increase 
in gravity ; conversely, a thick layer of sandstone or 
-alt ( which are rocks of relatively low density) results 
in a lower local gravity reading. A fault or a major 
throw separating terrain composed of rock of different 
density will lie revealed by an anomaly along the fault 
line. Readings are taken at points spaced according to 
a suitable pattern (e.g., a grid of one-kilometre squares) 
and the most advance»! instruments can selectively 
measure gravity variations with a high degree of 
accuracy. 

32. A map of sub-surface anomalies can lie prepared 
on the basis of interpretation of a gravity survey, after 
making the necessary corrections for latitude and topog- 
raphy. A detailed study involving four or five observa- 
tions per square kilometre may be made of areas of 
jmrticular interest. Measurements can be made on land 
or in water-covered areas. The results must of course 
lie interpreted in the light of the geological information 
already available. 

33. In the article cited earlier, C. T. Jones estimates 
that ¿he gravimetry operations required to survey the 
typical ttasin under consideration would take a survey 
|wrty 150 days an»! cost a total of $48,000 or approxi- 
mately $9.000 per partv per month. P. Leicester quotes 
a figure of $5.c.00 to $28.000 a month for land oj)era- 
tions and $8.400 to $28.000 for marine ovations. 
A 105') study of costs in the franc zone provided the 

5Oi7 und Gas Journal.  U January   1«>58. 



foil wing figures  ( reprc' eiitiug the c»>«t of one gravity 
survey party for one in »nth ' : 

t'.mmintal   luroju." 
Sahara (lainl) 
Sallara  (using ln-Iii'iipler-) 
' »|iiat..rial   A frira   (lami  survey' 

h ».Si m 
.'V..ÜKI 
dll.SUO 

J7.SÍMI 

Tlie average ligure for a great variety of different types 
of area is approximately $34.200. The figures are not 
comparable to »hose given by ('. T. Juins except for 
ojieratiotis in Kt >|K'. It is probable, however, mai the 
items covered by die estimates are not identical. 

(b) Maynctomctry 
34. Iti magnetometer surveys, sub-surface formations 

aiv' investigated by studying the anomalies in the mag- 
netic field due to differences in the "magnetic suscep- 
tibility" of rocks. "Magnetic susceptibility" is high in 
the case of ferromagnetic substances, such as magnetite 
and ilmenite, low in the case of crystalline rocks, and 
extremely low in the case of sedimentary rocks. Mag- 
netic susccptinility ranges from 100 for basic rinks 
(basalt) to ten for acid rocks (granite) and cme for 
sedimentary rocks. The method is based on the fact 
that the presence underground of rocks with high tvr-.j; 
netic susceptibility distorts the lines of force of the 
magnetic field, causing anomalies which may l>e re- 
corded by suitable measuring devices. In practice, mag- 
netometry is chiefly useful as a source of information 
concerning the interface between the sedimentary for- 
mations of a l>asin and their crystalline substratum. 
It does not, however, provide any information on the 
strucure of the sedimentary layers themselves. Mag- 
netometer surveys therefore duplicate gravity surveys 
to some extent. The results of magnetometer work are 
of assistance in interpreting the results of gravity sur- 
veys and vice versa. The two types of survey are 
generally carried out simultaneously. 

35. Ground magnetometer surveys are of little value 
if the data are distorted by disturbing influences at 
the surface. Magnetometry cannot be used over water 
and is expensive in forest or swampland. A method of 
making magnetometer surveys from the air has l>ecn 
developed and overcomes the drawbacks of the surface 
method. The air-lwrne system is somewhat different 
technically from the surface method. It is much su]Rrior 
from the point of view of rapidity of coverage. 

36. In the article cited earlier relating to a typical 
4,650 square-kilometre area, C. T. Jones estimates that 
aground magnetometer survey would require 150 work- 
ing party days and cost a total of $12,300 or $2.500 
per month, whereas an air survey would take sixty 
days and cost $13,500, or $6,750 per month. Accord- 
ing to P. Leicester, the cost of an aero-magnetic si rvey, 
per kilometre of flight, is approximately the same as 
that of aerial photography. The previously cited study 
of operations in the franc zone gives a figure of $8.000 
for a ground magnetometer survey ( in the Sahara ) 
and $5,000 for an air survey (in Kquatorial Africa). 

(c) Ttlluric methods 
37. These methods, which are mit widely used lo- 

calise of the unevenness of the results in different areas, 
make use of the earth currents present in the surface 
layers and substrata of the earth. The existence of these 
currents has long been known, but their use as a means 

of investigating Mil»-un.«.e -tnicttir» - !M- -niv 1». »-i 
»level» »ped in t lie pa-t lvwiilv \(.u- | h, (illicit- l.ni.i 
bmad he'd« which .HV li.»n/.»iii,,i ,<\ li. unu;;» n» M;¡-, h,,n 
zontal -ub-trata. Inn an »let'ornud .ir»l altei in mim-iiv 
where die -trata are f.»M.-»| and heterogene.'ii- \n.ih-i- 
ol -lieh detonnalioii- or anomali«- tan ; n.M»|.- IIIMI 

illation concerning the -nl» -in iate  struttine 

I!.   l'Kosri »i is». 

38. I he mure elaborate method« of exploraii<>n are 
not employed until (he decision lia« been lakm lo make 
a detailed siirv« v of a particular area an.I am inn- 
sary mining rights have been obtained. I hi- »lot- not 
mean, however, thai geological Mirvev work i- at an 
end. The various method» may be cornimi» »I In »Ici.iilni 
exploration operations, ««ismic method« ami c\|>l»»iator\ 
drilling are used. 

Seismic methods 

39. In the sei-mic method a pulse is generated in 
the ground and the tini«, taken by the elastic wave- 
so generated to penetrate the varying thicknesses of tin- 
strata and return to the surface is measured. The puUe 
is caused by the explosion oí a dynamite charge in a 
small-diameter hole drilled to a depth of a few metres 
(the method most frequently used), by the explosion 
of the charge on the surface of the ground or in wat« ». 
or by weight dropping. The pulse generate»! is nvcive«! 
at the surface by means of geophoties, after reflection 
from the interface Ivi ween two rock lavers or after 
refraction along such an interface. Interpritation of 
the rate of travel of the pulse proviiles information on 
the depth and geometric form of the reflecting or 
refracting layers. The rates of travel «if th» pulses an- 
recorded at a series of tiring |Hiints and, on th«- basis 
of a comparisi«! of the results, a map can be prepared 
of the underground layers. Detailed study of anas 
revealing anomalies which might indicate traps pro 
vides a means of determining the contours of the |H»S 

sible structure. This brief description «loes i«»t. of 
course, indicate the great complexity of seismic opera 
tions. The interpretation proce-s is also highly intricate. 
The "re-interpretation" of seismi« «lata has now become 
a fairly common practice and ha« proved highly useful. 

40. Seismic surveys are very cxpeiisiv«  because lb« v 
invohe large «cal«1 «»peratioiis r«*«|tiiriiig complex equip 
nient and highly trained per-onnel for firing the charge« 
and recording data ami f»»r interpreting result«. Survey« 
are generali)  carrieil out by specialist firm«   It mav be 
useful to «piote a few examples indicating »he unit «n«! 
of seismic surveying, i.e., the cost  of one siirvcv  party 
for «me month.   Accopling to   Leicester, the «»»«(   mav 
range from $11.000 t«, $110.000 f.ir rifle« ti,.n «urv.vs. 
il. T. Jones  (op. cit. I give« the c«ist of seismic opera 
tions in the typical area under considerai on a« $18,000 
per survey jKiriy-inonth.  In  Libya, between  l'»55 ;l)l(| 
FlY). the cost appears to have Inen almut $¡«0,000   In 
the Sahara, in 105'), the average COM «if «« isini«  relie« 
tion ojK-rations was about $110.000 ami that of refrac 
tion  operations  alxiiit  $140.000.   In   the  «nurse  of   a 
detailed survey «if a small area in S<nitli Aineiiea, th«' 
unit cost was as high as $150,000.  In the light of these 
considerations,   the   following   estimates  might   b<   a» 
ccpted as average figures representative of the liki-lv 
cost of operation« in «leveloping countries: 
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|| 'M,, ci„1 ..I" Minim work |HT Mirvry part y- 
iiiotitli 1- imiih Inviar for operations --ver water than 
t',,r ih,,-1 ,,MI land. Imi tinnii larger areas can be 
.'.\ci..! in a nÌM-1 !<-nulli "Í time, hi Kquatorial Africa, 
for example, ili< o.st of a party conducting a MìSIIUC 
Mirwv over water was «JfiO.OÓO pei month, hut the 
pam'- i.nt|.ut was roughly ten times higher than that of 
a i».irt\ operating during the same period in the Saltara. 

¡hiìììmi and allied techniques 

42. At M «ne stage in any exploratory programme it 
is tHveN-ary to ohtain direct information concerning 
the MiliMirface formations by drilling. Although Rased 
on the same principle ih that of drilling wells for water, 
in practice the drilling of oil wells is far more com- 
plicated. < »il welk have been drilled to dqrths of 8,000 
untres and depths of 3.000 to 4,000 metres are nowa- 
days quite i-oininon. Naturally, the equipment required 
for drilling in depth is more complex; for example, 
at a depth of 3,500 metres, the dead weight of the 
drill pi|H- will exceed 1.000 tons, and the hoisting equip- 
ment has to IK' caii.'le of lifting it at a reasonable 
speed. Similarly, in changing bits, the drill pipe has 
to lie broken down into 27-metre sections, which are 
stacked vertically inside the derrick, commonly more 
than fortv metres in height. Pumps have to IK« able to 
force back the circulating mud at a rate in excess of 
100 cubic nutres jier hour in the pipe sections, and 
total power requirements for a heavy rig may come to 
3,000 horsqmwcr. usually provided by diesel engines. 
The equipment is heavy and bulky hut it must be 
possible to move it from one place to another with a 
minimum of dismantling and re-erection. Of course, in 
he care of light rigs, the engines, pumps and hoists 

aie permanently mounted on wheeled chassis, together 
with a mast to replace the conventional derrick. How- 
ever, in mouniain. jungle or swampy country, the 
difficulties of moving may he formidable. 

43. There are many other complications in drilling. 
The circulating mud, which in its simplest form is water 
with colloidal clav in suspension, has the functions not 
only of cleaning.' lubricating and cooling the bit and 
of b.inging the cuttings to the surface but also of sup- 
plying the walls . f the hole by exerting pressure 
against them, of filling in porous formations jwnetrated 
by the well with clayey substances and finally of counter- 
balancing pressure of tluids in certain formations and 
thereby preventing the disastrous blowout of oil or 
gas which were so frequent in the days of rojH' drilling. 
hi view of «he many different functions of the mud and 
«he great variety of geological conditions, the compo- 
siiion of (he mud has to I*- continuously controlled and 
frequently alt» red during the drilling. The use of muds 
of density twice «hat of water is common. The ex- 
pense of drilling is considerably increased by the cost 
of buying and transporting mud components as well 
as hv the difficulty of controlling and keening mud 
pro|»ertie> withi.i acceptable limits. Whet, extremely 
open formations are encountei*d. pan or all of the mud 
ma\  filter  through the walls of the well with a con- 

sequent partial or total loss of circulation. In such cases 
it is ivi cvarv to thicken the mud and to use plugging 
materials, anil, where the loss of circulation is total, 
to iiiM.ill a lining which is cemented lielow the open 
formation. In exploratory drilling, the driller must 
always be on the alert for formations containing high- 
pressure oil and gas which might cause a blow-out. In 
order to prevent such blow-outs, the drill pipe at the 
well head is fitted with hydraulically operated ranis 
which are placed In-twecn the derrick platform and the 
ground, and which can he closed at the first sign of 
trouble. 

( a )  Types oj well 
44.   There are four types of test well : 
(ii Core drills: before drilling any wells down to 

the depth of the suspected oil-bearing formations, it is 
often considered necessary to drill small-diameter holes 
to a limited depth (a few hundred metres) for the 
purpose of clarifying and confirming the frequently 
uncertain indications provided by surface methods or 
geophy. ¡cal evidence. 

(ii) Stratiiiraphic drilling: One or more strati- 
graphic tests need to lie drilled through the entire 
sedimentary sequence for the purpose of checking the 
occurrence'of source and reservoir rocks, measuring 
seismic velocities and obtaining necessary geological 
evidence of importance in regional studies. A depth 
of 3.000 metres for such wells is not an uncommon 
target in the early stages of exploration. 

(¡ii) Wildcats: After sufficient information has been 
obtained, exploratory wells are drilled at selected loca- 
tions for the purpose of studying the formations pene- 
trated, of noting the nature and the pressure of the 
fluids in those formations, and finally of finding oil. 
The depth of these wells varies considerably, since oil 
or gas accumulations have been found at less than 300 
metres and below 6,000 metres. 

(iv) Outstep wells: If oil is discovered, it is nec- 
essary to drill a number of wells to determine the 
amount and extent of the accumulation before embark- 
ing on the expense of development drilling and the 
installations necessary for production. 

(hi  Well logging and testing 
45. In earlier days, only two methods were available 

for determining the characteristics of formations under- 
ground. Qualitatively, different rocks could be distin- 
guished by their relative ease of drilling. For more 
precise determinations, and for quantitative measure- 
ments, it was necessary to examine the drill cuttings 
brought to the surface or to extract a geological sample 
by coring. These methods are still used : drilling speed 
makes it possible to determine exactly where to core, and 
cuttings and cores permit geological and palcontological 
«•Indies and lalx>ratory determination of the physical 
properties of reservoir rocks. However, coring is 
expensive and in spite of improvements in techniques, 
recovery is not always complete. Nevertheless, cores, 
which may be as much as twenty metres long, provide 
essential information in exploratory drilling. 

46. About thirty years ago, new methods were 
introduced for measuring various physical properties 
of formations penetrated by drilling and for providing 
i íformation relating to the composition of the forma- 
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tions,   their   porosity,   permeability  and   fluid   content. hand, the first thirteen fields w <re discovered in S.mdi 
These methods make possible the precise correlation of Arabia,  Kuwait, Qatar and in the  Bassura  region of 
the re,ults of different testing procedures as  well  as [raq by only  seventeen wildcats,  for  proved   reserves 
the location of oil reservoirs passed through by some of the order of ]0,()<)0 to 15,000 million tons.  Finally, 
wells without being detected; they thus lead in many in  the Sahara,  _M per cent  of the  exploratorv   welK 
cases to the discovery of new deposits. The earliest of drilled from 1(>52 to P>.\X inclusive were Muee^fu! 
these methods and the one still most widely used  is 
electrical logging, still called "electrical coring".  More <c)  Drilling programme and costs 
recently this method has teen  supplemented by other 50.   After oil has teen discovered and the luvess.uv 
techniques   whose  importance  and use  are constantly outstep wells have been drilled, the  neN|   Mcp is  die 
increasing (caliper, radioactivity and sonic logs), and drilling of development wells.   This is a much simp],., 
by related techniques concerned with drilling, formations operation since the depth is approximately known ¡nil 
and fluid content (dip and strike of formations, diameter, the  work  is concentrated  in a relatively   small  an,. 
temperature, etc.). A logging programme may include While it is not the purpose of this report to deal with 
spontaneous  potential,   short   normal,   lateral  and  in- questions of production, it should be borne in mind that 
duction electric resistivity logs, micro logs and gamma- even after oil has teen discovered, a considerable amount 
ray and neutron iogs. of work and investment is still required for development. 

47. The average cost of logging is one dollar per 51. Drilling programmes varv considerably and in 
metre. From the practical point of view, these logging practice thev can never te drawn up in detail and in 
methods have the advantage that recording instruments advance of the commencement of exploration in virgin 
are run down into the well on a cable connected to the territory. Thus, there may te cases where no cine 
control equipment. This makes it possible to determine drilling is necessary or where it is possible to combine 
the depth of the various formations with greater the second and third types of well described above. 
accuracy than by examining drill cuttings, and to record The geological problem may te simple or difl'ciilt and 
several logs simultaneously. The time necessary for chance may influence the amount of time t'.at elapses 
these operations is small compared with that required and the amount of drilling that is done tefore a di- 
for conventional coring. covery. However, in spite of the extreme diversity of 

48. In exploratory drilling, whenever coring or possible conditions, some examples of unit costs of 
logging suggest the presence of hydrocarbons, the forma- drilling may be of interest. 
tion in question is normally  tested with a view to 52.  Owing to the intense drilling activity  in the 
determining whether or not there are exploitable strata United   States,  that country  provides  an   imiH.rtant 
and to establishing the fluid pressure. This testing is example, which, however, is not  very representative 
done with the help of an apparatus called a "tester", 0f normai conditions in other countries. Seventy per 
which isolates the section to be tested from the pressure cent of the world's petroleum equipment   (excluding 
exerted by the column of mud and permits the forma- mainland China and the centrally planned economies of 
tion fluids to flow up the drill pipe. The majority of Europe) is in the United States. Kightv-fivc per cent 
exploratory wells are "dry holes" in the sense that they 0f we|is (whether for exploration or development > arc 
contain no oil or gas in interesting amounts. drilled there and 83 per cent of all drilling, in »• rms 

49. According to Levorsen, in the United States the of total distance drilled, is done in the United States 
ratio of successes to failures in drilling wells, irrespective Ninety per cent of the world's producing wells are 
of the magnitude of the discovery, is of the order of one in the United States and the infrastructure is therefore 
to eight in areas where the traps are structural and highly developed. As one drills deeper, the costs iuenas,. 
geological and geophysical studies can provide accurate more or less in geometric progression: a well .í.íKK) 
information, and of one to twenty in areas where such metres in depth costs considerably more than twice 
studies are often useless because the traps are mainly as much as a well drilled to a depth of 1.5(A) nutres in 
of the stratigraphie type. The Leduc oilfield, which the same area and under similar conditions. In tbi, 
made Canada a major oil producing country, were connexion, a recent report of the American IVtroIeum 
discovered in 1947 after twenty-eight years of pros- Institute gives the following figures for United State, 
pecting and the drilling of  133 wells. On the other dry hole costs in 1959. 

Tabla 5. Hailed State«. Relative MKMM of drilling according to bari« for locating 
aew-Adkl wtMeata 

195« 1959 

Producing       Dry Percentage    I'r.during       f>rv l'erccHtaw 
Batii for locating exploratory wellt       wellt holet mcceitfnl veils holet lurrestful 

Geology    423 3^684 102 422 ¡TU lai 
Geophysics 71 414 14.7 107 60S 15 
Geology and geophysics 191 974 16.4 176 926 15.9 

Total, technical 685 5,072 11.9 705 5,242 11.9 
Non-technical       33 445 6.9 32 494 6.1 
Unknown 68 647 9.5 36 523 6.3 

TOTAL   786 6,164 11.3 772 6,259 11 

GRAND TOTAL        6,950 7,031 

Source: B. W. Blanpied, "Exploratory Drilling in 1959", Bulletin of A.A.P.C.. Jimr IWi. 
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Tullir 5A. I ioni of drilling in ih«' I nilrd Slulr» 

lllm..i, 

X.illh   III1.. I;, 

I.nni-.iana   (Militili 
I .nubiana   (ult -shore1 
Ala-ka 

,.,,„• ,1, rih ( out pt-r nutre 
"M"'«' 

—   
1 linllars 1 

MO 16.08 
1,1 M15 23.05 
1.7«s 20.53 
_>.713 32.H1 
3.230 57.00 
3.1 II» 115,1') 
.i,J«Kl 620.76 

53. The wide difference-, iti costs indicated aliove arc 
due nut only to the differences in depth lint also to the 
genhlaical and other conditions encountered. According 
to the American Petroleum Institute, in 1956 the average 
cost of 14.01)6 wells lietwcen 750 and 1,150 metres 
in depth was approximately $26.500, whereas the 
average cost of 150 wells over 4,600 metres deep was 
$761,7(X). In this particular example, average cost 
increased more than five times faster than average depth. 
A Mureati of Mines' census indicated that from 1954 
to 1956 the average cost of dry holes in the United 
States rose from $35,400 to $41,600. or hy 20 per cent. 
On the other hand, in recent years there has heen some 
decline in costs owing to the tierce competition in the 
industry. The examples cited help to furnish an order 
of magnitude and some interesting «lata on the relation- 
ship hetween rising costs and depth of drilling. 

54. In Venezuela, in recent years, contract costs for 
drilling under easy conditions have heen around $16.50 
per metre drilled. To this must he added the cost of site 
preparation. Substantially higher contract prices were 
re|K>rted in 1 *>57 for drilling on land, $28 per metre 
for wells 1,950 metres deep in Lake Maracailio, $80 
per metre for wells 2,500 metres deq). 

55. In the franc zone, a study was made for the year 
1 >59 on the costs of development and exploration wells. 
The costs were analysed with reference to type of 
drilling—in other words, type of rig required—and are 
expressed in terms of average costs per metre drilled 
and rig-months. Heavy rigs are used for wells deeper 
than 2,500 to 3,000 metres. Medium rigs are suitahle 
for drilling to a depth of 1,200-1,500 to 2,500-3,000 
metres. Light rigs cannot I« used at a depth lieyond 
1,200 metres. The results of the study are giver in 
tahle 6. 

Table 6. Carta per metre drilled and rig-month in exploration daring  1959 

(Dollars) 

of ttg 
M •trofoliinn 

Ftancr Sahara 
/•' ¡¡«aliiriat 

Africa 

t'ust per metre drilled 
fust per rig-month 

Militimi : 
fost per metre drilled 
Cost per rig-month 

I iilhl : 
fost per metre drilled 
fo-l |K>r ri« ninnili 

17« 
o.U'Ki 

X0._> 

75.200 

50.8 
56.80(1 

408 
108,0i») 

312 
158,000 

108 
68.000 

372 
157,600 

151.6 
126,600 

19.1.8» 
186,000 

»The COM per nutre drilled is Inciter  with  li¡;lit rijus than with medium rigs because 
<-illy   1,500 metres  were drilled  with  lißhl  rißs. 

56.   In the case of the Soviet Union. A. O. Asan-       in  the costs  per metre  drilled  since   1950 for  wells 
Nuri has recently provided ligures showing the changes      approximately 1,700 metres deep: 

JiMi! i9s: I9ff> 1951 m« 
Depth   (metres) 
tost per metre drilled (dollars) 

1,65(1 
60.2 

1,703 
70.5 

1.767 
760 

1,778 
50 

1,773 
45.6 

1,764 
37.3 

f*7. According to P. Leicester, with a drilling outfit 
costing from $85.000 to $110.000 and utility services 
and transport costs totalling $55.(XK> to $110.000. 
operating expenses in the strict sense of the term mav 
,'imoitnt to only a leu thousand dollars per month. 
I or a .1.700-metre exploration well on land, excluding 
road construction, site preparation,  transportation and 

water supply, drilling costs average about $150.000 per 
month, although the variation on either side of that 
amount may he con siderahle—$42.000 per month— 
depending on local conditions, mainly formation con- 
ditions. Since it may take front three months to a vear 
to drill a .1.700-metre test well, it is ohvious that there 
is a wide range of possible costs, running from $330,000 
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to $2,350,0(10, according to tin estimates indicated a!x>ve. 
Marine drilling costs average al>out double those of lami 
drilling. 

(d) Recent technical developments 
58. F very year the sciences applied in exploration 

oiake important advances, which arc eventually reflected 
in a relative reduction in costs and the possibility of 
solving increasingly difficult and complex problems. 
While it is not the purpose of this report to descri!>e 
the progress that is being made, it would seem useful 
to mention this as a factor which may affect both the 
techenical r.nd financial planning of operators. 

59. There has been very substantial progress in 
drilling techniques during the last few years. This is 
the result both of the improvement of conventional 
(rotary) «> stems and of the development of new meth- 
ods, such as turbo drilling which is commonly employed 
in France and more especially in the Soviet Uni< ,i. 
where geological conditions often require the use of 
very thin circulating muds or even water for drilling. 
In the Soviet Union turbo drilling techniques have 
permitted drilling at speeds 1.5 to 3 times faster than 
can lie achieved with rotary equipment. Work is also 
being done on thf development of electrical drilling 
equipment. One factor which substantially increases 
drilling costs is the need for the frequent replacement 
of worn-out bits. Research is being done in many 
countries on the methods of prolonging the useful life 
of drilling bits. The improvement of seismic methods 
of exploration and the increasingly effective use of data 
through the application of logging methods should make 
for greater precision in the analysis of problems. All 
of these factors may well lead to substantial improve- 
ment in the conditions of exploration. Nevertheless, 
exploration will continue to be a risky and generally 
costly operation. 

CHAPTER 2 

Ca»lt«l  requirement«  of  petroleum  exploration 

60. The production of petroleum is the culmination 
of a process which is invariably lengthy and which 
necessitates the employment of considerable technical 
and financial resources. Moreover, the volume of activity 
and expenditure required generally increases from the 
initial phases until the point where an equilibrium is 
reached. 

A.  VAHARLES IN EXPLORATION OPERATIONS 

61. These general considerations are borne out by 
almost all the examples of past experience which have 
been subjected to analysis. This should not however 
obscure the fact that each operation is a special case, 
affected by a series of factors such as local conditions. 
the speed at which the operators work, the time spent 
on exploration operations before the first discovery 
and the time that elapses before exploitation begins. 

Local conditions 
62. Local geographical conditions are a major factor 

m determining the scale of operations, the equipment 

used   and tbecapnal  inw.-munt required.   I'vlm.uion 
«•mails progressively more complex and duncuh open- 
!»>»•<   requiring   transport    fancies    and   cui.sid.'ral.le 
industrial    equipment.     In    the    developing    ,„„„„,,, 
particularly   in   ihe   areas   „„der   comidera!,,,,,.   ,he„' 
facilities    are   in    ven    inanv   case-    non es,stent      \ 
minimum of KIM,- equipment must therefore Ir inq died 
l-etore work ca.. begin.  These considerations ate par- 
ticularly applicable win-,,  the drilling phase is reached 
<.«»logical   and even   seismic parties   arc   more   „early 
-self-contained units  and   require rclatiwh   lini,, equip 
ment. Drilling ,s. however, an industrial operation and 
as   such,   raises   problems   of   a   different   order-   the 
presence or absence of an adequate infrastructure mav 
Mibstant.ally affect   the  cost   of orations.   It   should 
he noted however, that the development of infrastructure 
undertaken  for the purpose of petroleum exploration 
may also l>e of use to the country for other purposes. 

Pace of operations 

63. The intensity of exploration operations in a given 
area is clearly conditioned hv the objectives of the 
operator and the resources at his disusai. A decision 
regarding the optimum pace lias to be made in each 
particular case and cannot he taken without regard t" 
considerations of general  economic policy. 

Duration of operations 

64. The length of the exploratory period is a further 
factor that should be borne in mind. Although geo- 
graphical conditions and the intensité of ovations 
niay decisively affect the length of the exploratory phase 
chance plays a major role. For this reason programmes' 
comparable in other ways may require widely differing 
periods of time, 

65. Some extreme examples mav In- quoted in «bis 
respect: in Australia, where government subsidized 
|K'troleum exploration has l>cen going on since the 
lH-ginning of the century, $90 million has been S|>ent 
in the last ten years, without encouraging results until 
recently. In West New Guinea, $112 million has been 
sjKMit m twenty-live years, leading to the discovery of 
only three small dq>osits. the annual production of which 
has never exceeded 400.000 tons. In Nigeria, $168 mil- 
lion has been spent since exploration was begun (just 
mc,re th'' Secoml World War) ; production liegan in 
1958 and exceeded 2 million tons in l'Xil. In Canada it 
took twenty-eight years and 133 drillings to lind the 
Leduc field in 1947. In the Middle I ast, jwtrolcuui was 
first found in 1908. at Masjid-I-Sulaiumn in Iran I'.x- 
ploration was halted by the First World War and re- 
sumed in 1920, leading to the discovery, between l'»23 
and 1939, of large fields in Iran and" northern Iraq. 
Although they were known to he very large even before 
the Second World War, the petroleum reserves of the 
Middle Fast were found to be much greater than had 
l>een thought; the discovery from 1945 onwards of the 
oilfields of Bahrain. Saudi Arabia, Oatar. Kuwait, 
southern Iraq and the .Ventral Zone makes the Middle' 
Fast now the foremost of the world's great jietroleuni 
areas. Furthermore, the total number of exploration 
and development drillings carried out in the Middle 
F-ast up to 1956 was roughly 1,500. a thousand times 
smaller than in thr 1'nited States, while the sj/(. ,,f ,|„. 
reserves discovered represents thf greatest yield  Cper 
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metre drilled) obtained in the history of petroleum 
exploration. In this area, several thousand cuuic metres 
of reserves were discovered for every metre drilled as 
against some ten cubic metres in the United States 
and thirty to thirty-live cubic metres in Venezuela. 

o<>. Thus no rule can l>e laid down. Nevertheless, 
analysis would appear to indicate that exploration is 
IMHIIKI to be a long-term o|XTation. The time needed 
to complete the various operations cannot be reduced 
IKVOIKI a certain  point. 

Tinii-   rr<iuirctl  to   reach  production   sta¡;c 

(<7. Several years arc needed for the development 
of an oilfield and the construction of transport facilities, 
even if very rapid progress is made, as has lieen the case 
in the Sahara and in Libya. The drilling which led to 
the discovery of the Hassi-Messaoud field in the Sahara 
was finished in July 1956. By the end of 1957 temporary 
transport arrangements were installed (pipeline to 
TniiKiiourt and railway to Philippeville) and in October 
l'»5<> the permanent system was put into operation, 
consisting of a twenty four-inch pipeline to the port of 
Bougie. In Libya, the Zelten field discovered in 1958 
was put into production in the last quarter of 1961, 
as soon as the pipeline had been laid to Port Brega. 

f«S. Petroleum production in Nigeria began to develop 
in 1'*>I after the completion in August of that year 
of the new Ronny Island terminal, at the mouth of 
llie river. Hitherto, 18,000-ton tankers had had to go 
up the river as far as port Harcourt, fifty-six kilo- 
metres inland, and leave only half loaded to enable them 
to clear the bar. Thus, the effort undertaken, which 
is always a gamble, will certainly not produce substantial 
results until several years after the operation is 
initiated. This presupposes the ability to commit the 
necessary capital over a long period. 

P..   KKKECT ON THE COST or OPERATIONS 

69. The various factors affecting the duration of the 
diiTerent phases of exploration operations have an 
obvious liearing on the financial asj>ects of the problem. 
The amount of capital required for exploration grows 
rapidly as the operation proceeds from the preliminary 
reconnaissance to the production stage. Although the 
available experience does not provide a basis for the 
formulation of a general rule, it may l>e of value to 
consider some examples where analysis of the opera- 
tions is relatively simple. Where all the phases of 
development in hitherto virgin territories have lieen 
passed through in a few years and the main discoveries 
have been concentrated in a relatively short period, 
exploration and production costs may be fairly easily 
separate«!. 

70. In Canada, the Leduc field was not discovered 
until 1947. In 1950 the reserves were estimated at 
170 million tons; production expanded rapidlv, rising 
from 0.5 million tons in 1951 to 25 million tons in 
19.59, in which year the reserves were estimated to 
total 500 million tons. During this twclve-vear period 
(PM7-1958), exploration costs totalled $2,216 million, 
development costs $1,147.3 million (roughly half the 
cost of exploration ) and production costs some $510.1 
million. Over-all expenditure thus amounted to 
$3.873.600.    (Sec   table   7.)   A   specific   example  of 

experience in Canada has been furinole«! bv L. ('. 
Stevens.''' In tiie ca^e of the l''o>terton di-enverv in 
Saskatchewan in January 1''52, forty wells ,iu\ eighteen 
dry holes had to be drilled to deline a .V.^ million ton 
field; further exploration in the area where the lit-t 
find had been made led to the discovery of ten m w 
fields in 195f\ after the dril'ing of 240 producer uelb 
and 190 dry holes. At that stage ab« ut $19 million had 
been invested in exploration and drilling. When it was 
decided to ex¡>ort the oil to the Minncapolis-St. Paul 
area in the United States, over $26 million had to he 
invested in pipelines. Lastly, a refinery with an annual 
capacity of 1.75 million tons was built at a cost of some 
$25 million. The company thus invested $70 million 
!>cfore reaching the stage of commercial production. 

Table 7. Estimated «petroleum exploration anil «production 
toili in Canada,   1947-1958 

(Millions of dollars) 

Year 
l.xfli'tation P< : rlopwi-ttt 

costs* 
Proâuctu n 

eutts* Total 

l'>47 16.4 5.9 3.1 254 
194« 40.5 12.0 4.9 66.4 
194'; 106.5 .52.1 12.1 151.0 

1950 10.1.9 57.5 16.4 177.8 
1951 146.1 77.4 20.1 243.6 

1952 187.0 114.2 25.8 327.0 
1953 188.9 100.5 31.7 321.1 
1954 248.4 87..» 37.0 372.7 

1955 255.1 168.1 52.0 475.2 
1056 297.6 162.4 90.2 550 2 

1957 .514.1 169.5 112.4 5%n 

TOTAL 2,216.2 1,147.3 510 1 3,876.6 

Source: Canadian Petroleum Association. 
* Not including cost of pipelines extending beyond the 

collecting system. 
b Including expenditure in connexion with the utilization of 

natural gas. 

71. In British Borneo, where production liegan to 
be developed after the Second World War, exploration 
costs over an eleven-year period (1947-1957) amounted 
to 168 million Malayan dollars. This figure includes the 
cost of topographical, geological and geophysical sur- 
veys, and the cost of exploratory drilling on land and, 
in recent years, off-shore. In addition, once |K'tr>leurn 
was found, 668 million Malayan dollars ($223 million) 
—four times the exploration costs—were invested to 
bring the operation to the production stage (drilling, 
permanent installations, housing, etc., but not including 
operating costs). 

72. The trend of exploration and development costs 
\n the United States, particularly as regards dry hole 
costs, is also of interest. 

194« Í9S3 J9J5 195« 
(MUHms of dollars) 

Exploration costs 1,111 1,956 2,183 2,325 
Dry holes  . 462 797 774 909 
Other costs» 649 1,159 1,109 1,416 

«Canadian Oil and (,'as Industries, February 1960. 
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194» 195.1 ÎW lQffi 

(Millions of dollars) 

l!i'vt'!«.|ininit  costs1' 1.51S 2,419 2,449 2,648 
Producer   A-CIU 1,058 1,762 1,826 1,959 
K'luii-Mcnt 362 4K3 426 477 

Toi AI. 2,629 4,375 4,6.12 4,')73 

" Including acquisition <>f land, geological, geophysical and 
nilicr   t>|>i-rati<>!is. 

'• lecluding items (liuildings, administration, maintenance, 
ite )   not  shown separately. 

73. Development costs thus represent 53 to 58 per 
cent nf total expenditure. A special estimate was made 
in l"5') by K. !•;. Medili for the Rocky Mountains area. 
Siine l'M3 over 700 million tons of petroleum have 
lieen found in this area. The proportion of successful 
drillings in 1944 was 7.5 per cent, as against 18 per cent 
earlier, while the average size of finds declined from 
1.5-2 million tons in 1940 to 350.000 tons after 1953. 
In 1(>59, 2,000 geologists and geophysicists were work- 
ing in the area, seismic party-months totalled 1.200 per 
vcar and the area explored was 600 million hectares. 
In 1(>56 there were 2.500 dry holes and in 1957. 2,000. 
The annual exploration costs in the area are estimated 

at $350 million, of which $60 million were for geological 
and geophysical operations, $160 million for the acquisi- 
tion and leasing nf sites, and $130 million for drilling 
(including $120 million for dry holes). 

74. According to H rentier, the relative proportions 
of the various stages of exploration in the Soviet Union 
in the period 1946-1955 were as follows: 

PereenHgt 

Aerial photography 5.2 
Geology and geophysics     10.4 
Exploratory drilling    72 
Structural drilling  12.4 

75. In two specific instances it has been possible to 
ike the analysis a stage further: in one case, prelimi- 

nary reconnaissance totalled approximately $4 million ; 
the cost of exploratory and appraisal drilling, $100 
million ; and development costs (including transport 
systems), atout $600 million. The figures are only 
approximate but are none the less useful. Roughly 
75 per cent of the over-all requirements, amounting 
to over $700 million, were financed by the companies 
from their own capital. Loan funds were obtained to 
cover a part of the development costs. 

76. Another example, taken from a different area, 
throws additional light on this subject. In this instance, 

preliminary reconnaissance cost about $4.5 million, pros- 
pecting and appraisal $35 million, an.l development 
$40 million. The development cost., in this latter example 
were relatively low due to the fact that the tran,|w>rt 
system required had been simple and iucxpcii,i\e. 

C.   CONCI.I SIONN 

77.   A /\ number of (inclusions may be drawn from 
the various cases analysed, in particular from the two 
last examples, (n) In the first place, the preliminary 
reconnaissance of an area is relatively inexpensive com- 
pared with the investments needed for exploration and 
production. The cost of preliminary reconnaissance was 
one-twenty-fifth of the cost of exploration and appraisal 
drilling in the first case, and one eighth in the second. 
The order of magnitude of the capital required cliange.s, 
hut no proportional rule can be formulated. (b) Sec- 
ondly, the need for capital does not end with the dis- 
covery of a field. Although, in one case, the development 
cost was very little greater than the exploration COM, 
in the vHher case, the investment required for dcxektp- 
ment and transport facilities was six times greater than 
that required for exploration and appraisal. The op- 
erator must therefore lie prewired for a sustained effort 
it he wishes to secure the fruits of his initial venture. 

78. A hypothetical exploration programme budget 
prepared by P. Leicester and reproduced in table 8 
clearly indicates the relative im¡»ortance and cost of 
the various phases of jx-troleum exploration, as well 
as their timing. The first two years are mainly taken up 
with preliminary reconnaissance (photogeology, field 
geology, grayimetry). Exploration proper begins in the 
third year with a seismic survey, which provides a l>asis 
for initial drilling to an average depth of 2,000 metres ; 
this is completed in the fourth year, while field geokigy 
and seismic operations continue. Deep drilling (5,000 
metres) begins at the end of the fourth year. The data 
furnished by drilling supplements the information pre- 
viously obtaine I and may provide a Imsis for the 
revision of the seismic programme. There is a close 
interrelation (>etween geophysical surveys, drilling, and 
the geological interpretation of the results; these op- 
erations proceed simultaneously from the fourth year 
onwards and should, sooner or later, confirm or disprovi 
the presence of petroleum in the area. It should be noted 
that, just as a discovery of hydrocarbons in the course 
of drilling mav lead to nothing if the field is not coin 
mercially exploitable, an unsuccessful exploration pro 
gramme does not necessarily mean that the area should 
be completely written off as a potential oil producer. 
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PART II. METHODS OF FINAN« I1S<; PETROLE!'*! EXPLORATION 

79. In the first pan (if this rqxirt an attempt has 
I teen made to give a general idea of the order of mag- 
nitude of the capital required to undertake large-scale 
petroleum ex[)loration in a Riven territory. A numher 
of questions have to lie considered in this connexion, 
hut what makes the prohlem unusual is the tvpe, rather 
than the amount, of the capital needed. The 'reasonably 
representative examples given at the end of part I show 
that loans' have as a rule been only a minor factor in 
financing exploration, accounting for only 15 to 18 per 
cent of the total capital invested. The explana!:» ,i of 
this state of affairs is to l>e sought in the character of 
the venturo financed, which determines the tvpe of funds 
required. 

SO. All the loans considered relate to the financing 
of development costs. The loans, whether long-term 
(approximately fifteen years) or medium-term (five 
years) and whether obtained from Itanks or through 
Itond issues, were contraeteci for a s]Hci!ic programme, 
whose economic viability could be assessed with a rea- 
sonable degree of certainty. The percentage of loan 
fiinc's nm be 50 jier cent in the case of oilfield devel- 
opment and equipment costs and as high as 75 JHT cent 
in the ese of pipelines (e.g.. 50 per cent long-term Itond 
issue or b.;nk loan and 25 |>er cent medium-term bank 
loans). Pint line construction involves fewer risks than 
field development and a smaller proportion of the funds 
required needs to be provided from the o|>erator's own 
resources. 

81. It is contrary to the principles of sound manage- 
ment to finance exp'oration with funds from outside 
sources.' Borrowed money should be used for under- 
takings whose economic viability is sufficient to ensure 
the regular payment of interest and repayment of the 
principal. Many examples prove that exploration op- 
erations cannot furnish this degree of security, l'or 
example, in < ¡uatemala. oil companies invested $40 mil- 
lion ktween 1956 and 1959 and no petroleum was 
produced. In (iabon, sums of the same order were 
invested for many years in exploration in the hinterland 
without discovering any commercially exploitable de- 
posits. Discoveries were eventually made in the coastal 
region, after a complete change (if method, and it will 
be many years before the investment is amortized. In 
Turkey, a large international company abandoned op- 
erations after several years of effort and the expendi- 
ture of $20 million. Many more examples could be 
given, but those cited show that, despite the diversity 
of ger graphic conditions and legal structures, explora- 

T A departure from this general rule, although not vet 
significant in practice, may he noted in the decision of ¡he 
United S:..:,> Export-Import Bank "to authorize financing 
and guarantees for equipment -old to government-owned as 
well as private oil companies for use in exploration or 
refining" {The \<*w York Thins, 25 March 1%2>. as well 
as in the loans granted by the Soviet Union to certain Asian 
countries. 

lion is an aleatory venture and the risk, are considerable 
Kxploration tends therefore to he financed hv the op- 
erator from capital or rocrve*. or \>\ scli-iinancing. 
While there is no guarantee that tin funds will not he 
lost there is obviously a hot* that the ultimate return 
will be much higher than that attainable from con- 
ventional investments. There are in fact virtually no 
examples oi petroleum exploration o|Hiatiotis not fi- 
nanced by risk capital. 

82. Although individual exploration programmes in- 
evitably involve an element of risk, it might perhaps 
Ite possible, on the basis of a series of operations spread 
over a long period in different areas, to achieVe a rate 
«>f return that would offset the risks of single operations. 
This method is. of course, of mainly academic interest 

so far as the developing countries are concerned. It can 
only he put into practice by companies or institutions 
operating internationally. As will IK- seen, ii is th.- 
practice of such companies to rely on their own re- 
sources to finance exploration. 

83. A wide variety of methods have been used to 
finance jtetroleum exploration, livery avenue apjiears 
to have been explored. The various "procedures are in 
any case not necessarily mutually exclusive. The state 
may intervene directly on a more or less monopolistic 
basis in the industry itself or may simply stami as a 
purely regulatory authority, although even in the latter 
case, the state plays an important part since its super- 
vision and encouragement may have considerable in- 
fluence on the intensity of exploration programmes. 
Some countries have relied on private, frequently for- 
eign, capital to finance programmes. < »tilers have worked 
through an exclusive state mono|>olv. Whatever the 
point of departure, in many developing countries, 
there appears to be a growing trend towards mixed 
types of financing in which public capital and private 
capital are associated. 

CHAPTER 3 

Slate monopolies 

84. The countries in which jtetroleum development 
programmes are the resftonsibility of state nionojmlies 
may be divided into two groups: the centrally planned 
economies, where such an approach is an integ-atcd 
part of the general economic j^stem, and the mixed 
economies, where many sectors are the province of 
private enterprise and. in some cases, the only activity 
entrusted to a state monopoly is petroleum exploration 
and, usually, production. 

A.  CENTRALLY PLANNED ECONOMIES 

85. The term "centrally planned economy" in this 
context is applied to countries where the bulk of the 
economy is publicly owner! and centrally planner!. While 
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the petroleum economies of these countries have a num- 
ber _ of similar characteristics, there is considerable 
variation among them. For example, the Soviet Union, 
which is the largest country in the world (22.4 million 
square kilometres) and covers one--i\th of the world's 
land area, contains sedimentary ha-ins of considerable 
extent (10 million square kilometres I. In addition, it 
is a developed country with a population enjoying a 
[XT capita income comparable io that of the countries 
of western Europe. Hecause of the immensity and 
diversity of its territory, the Soviet Union provides a 
large enough geographical area for risks to he properly 
spread. Petroleum problems can therefore be tackled 
on a "continental" scale. Thus, in the case of the Soviet 
Union, the establishment of a balanced autonomous 
system appears pissible and consistent with a quasi- 
optional development of resources. 

86. So far as the other centrally planned economies 
are concerned, and in particular Romania, the problem 
would obviously be wholly different if their activities 
were limited to their national territories, but this is not 
the case. The requirements of the planned economy 
countries other than the Soviet Union and Romania 
are met through the produci ¡on of these two oil pro- 
ducing States." The petroleum economy of Romania, 
whose requirements are not on the same scale as its 
production jmtential, is therefore to lie considered in 
an international context. Moreover, the Soviet Union 
and Romania are trying to provide their oil industry 
with markets in the rest of the world, thus enhancing 
the economic values of their resources, as is shown by 
the recent revival of their exports of crude petroleum 
and petroleum products under trade agreements with 
countries other than the centrally planned economies, 
in particular the industrialized countries of Europe. 
Even in a centrally planned economy, it is therefore 
true to say that the petroleum industry must IK? viewed 
in an international context. 

87. Methods of exploration and development in the 
Soviet Union are not very different from those used in 
• jher oil producing countries. According to Brenner.9 

"ihe petroleum industry is among the branches of 
Soviet industry which absorb most capital... The 
capital invested between 1946 and 1957 totalled 100 
billion roubles (old) ($11 billion)—10 per cent of the 
„Soviet Union's total investments". During the same 
period, investment for exploration and production 
amounted to 50 billion roubles ($5.5 billion), including 
30 billion ($.13 billion) for exploration alone This 
sum includes 16 billion roubles ($1.7 billion) for the 
drilling of deep appraisal wells, and exploration proper 
would therefore appear to account for almost 15 billion 
rouble» ($1.6 billion), about half for deep drilling and 
the remainder for geological and geophysical surveys 
and core drilling. The results were satisfactory. Pro- 
duction rose from 21 million tons in 1946 to 98 million 
m 1957 and 148 million in 1960, and the upward trend 
continues. However, in order to achieve this success 
it was necessnry to mobilize a potential which is very 

«The pipeline system un:ler construction in eastern  Furore 
is an  outcome of the j< nt petroleum policy  of the member 

(CMEA) tOUniil   ,0r   MutUal   Economic   Assistance 
• Brenner,    Pianirownit    neftedobytHtyushchei    iromyMen- 

ii.'.r/i   (Manning of the petroleum industry)   (Moscow," 1959), 

substantial, even on the scale of the Soviet Union, and 
far from marginal in comparison with total investment. 

88. Although the methods of financing used an- con- 
ditioned by the structure of the Soviet economy, their 
analysis may. if cornet, be helpful in a comparator 
study of the various aspects of the problem. All the 
financial resources of Soviet oil enterprises (drilling 
and production trusts, etc.) are obtained from the gen- 
eral budget. Production is subject to strict cost account- 
ing and prices are calculated on the basis of the over all 
exploitation and amortization costs of the wells and 
production costs overa f; ft "en-year period, l'or account- 
ing purposes, the amortization of drilling costs is started 
on the first day of the month in which production begins. 
The amortization figure includes the cost of drilling for 
water injection and appraisal wells. The calculated 
amount of the amortization is paid into the amortization 
fund of the State Hank. Exploration costs proper do 
not appear to b<* subject to amortization. 

89. The enterprises pay their profits (the difference 
between their theoretical costs and the actual price, after 
deduction of the payment into the Enterprise Fund) 
into the Sovnarkhoz budget or the general budget. 
They also pay taxes. Thus, although there is no offset- 
ting at the trust or Republic level in the Soviet Union, 
the capital invested is recovered at the federal level 
and made available for the financing of subsequent 
development. On the other hand, funds fot exploration, 
in particular for geological and geophysical operations! 
appear under a special item in the general budget. 
There is no guarantee of repayment and the appropria- 
ti«» can be regarded as Ijeing in a sense analogous 
to risk capital". The analogy mav perhaps be somewhat 
artificial, in view of the structure of the Soviet economy, 
but it appears to reflect the actual situation, even in 
a large country with a highly planned economy. 

,^4-J" Romania.10 out of a total investment of 
fJi2^1!10" ,d ($23.500 million) between 1951 and 

I960 20,060 million lei ($3.500 million) were invested 
in the petroleum industry. The distribution was as 
follows : 

Uilliviuofl.i Percentage 

Discovery of new reserves 6,276 31 
Development of fields 10,017 55 
Refinery construction and expansion      2.K67 14 

Petroleum production let ween 1951 and I960 having 
iH-en of the order of 100 million tons, the investment 
per ton of petroleum produced was as follows • 

Discovery of new reserves 
Development of fields 
Refinery construction and expansion 

Lei-ton 

627 
109.1 
28.6 

91    During the same period, Romania's production 
?qjjü"    ,PTer0,eT increased iro>» 4.15 million tons in 
áS íno Í m.'lhon t0ns in 196°- Hetween 1949 and 

IWJü 109.5 million tons of crude petroleum and 37.9 
billion cubic metres of natural gas were produced 
compared with 62.2 million tons and 16.5 bilhon cubic 
Wei nf ïr'r8 the corresPO"ding preceding period. The 

!1 g aCtlVlty in 1%0 was «x"Ânes higher 

cZi^ir&szsr•* "•,he Uni,ed N'a<i- •»• «« 
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tinnì in 1(»47, the year preceding nationalization. AU 
"juration* wire financed from national incoine exclu- 
sively without any use of foreign capital. 

H.   OTHER COUNTRIES 

92. State petroleum monopolies are also found in 
mixed economy countries. It is not proposed to give a 
complete list, but to analyse a number of representa 
ti ve examples. The rirst two examples examined are 
of "total" monopolies of somewhat different types : Pe- 
tróleos Mexicanos (PEMEX) in Mexico and Petróleo 
Brasileño (PETROBRAS) in Brazil. 

93. In many other countries, there has recently been 
a tendency to relax the state monopoly, to varying ex- 
tents and by different methods, in favour of private 
industry. The underlying significance of these differ- 
ences, some of which are perhaps fortuitous or the result 
of local historical factors, is not always easy to under- 
stand, but analysis may be of assistance in explaining 
the different approaches adopted by developing nations 
in dealing with the petroleum problem. In this con- 
nexion, it is proposed to examine l*low the case of 
Argentina, which has retained a state monopoly while 
enlisting the co-operation of private or foreign enter- 
prises, and the cases of Turkey and Bolivia, which have 
maintained a state enterprise but have deprived it of 
its monopoly. 

\ Mexico 

94. In Mexico, an exclusive state monopoly has, 
since 1938, operated a developed industry and sub- 
stantial petroleum assets. Mexican production was the 
world's second largest in 1921 with 27 million tons, but 
it subsequently decreased, falling to 4.5 million tons in 
1932. Since that date, it has steadily increased and is 
more than sufficient to meet domestic demand. 

95. The new Director-General of PEMEX has de- 
scribed the organization's aims in the following terms : 
"Our industry's most important activity is undoubtedly 
continually to discover new reserves of petroleum and 
gas and to ensure that production is always sufficient to 
satisfy the ever expanding consumption of petroleum 
products".11 As the Mexican state monopoly is not 
concerned solely with exploration and production, it is 
difficult to determine how much capital is specifically 
allocated to exploration proper. Analysis of the methods 
of financing used is difficult and might be arbitrary. 

96. The financial situation of PEMEX cannot be 
analysed on a year-by-year basis because no accounts 
were published until 1958. However, the balance-sheet 
for 31 December 1958 showed that die company's finan- 
cial assets represented an inadequate proportion of its 
long-term debts and that its liquidity ratio was low. 
According to Bermudez," PEMEX investments be- 
tween 1947 and 1957 were financed as follows : 

Millions of 
ftiot 

Reserves  3 115 

Neto 2,998 
New capital 34 

" PF.MEX, Report of the Director-General, 18 March 1960. 
'-' Cited by \\   J. Levy. The Search for Oil in Developing 

L ountries. 

9/. Before 1947 and after nationalization. a total of 
approximately 5(X) to Mm million poos was invested 
by PEMEX.1» The investment was finançai niaitiK bv 
loans, chiefly from the I'.xport-I.njM.rt Hank ami the 
.\aaonal I-manann. During the tir-t twenty vears of 
operation of the monojioly, I'l.M IX appears'to haw 
made only a negligible contribution to investment pro 
grammes. Furthermore. PKMEX could not meet its 
commitments to the State and owed considerable .ruars 
of tax. On 31 December 1<>5S, the accumulated deficit 
totalled 215 million pesos. 

98. Assuming that reserves were used solelv to main- 
tain the existing level of operations, it would'seem that 
new investments were financed almost in their entirety 
by long-term or short-term loans and bv arrears of 
debts to the State. In the 1959 financial year, the 
PEMEX debts to the State or other Mexican institu- 
tions were consolidated in the form of niuetv-nine-year 
8 [M?r cent bonds. The process is in many ways analo- 
gous to an expansion 01 capital by the contribution of 
new funds. Provision for the payment of interest was 
no doubt made in order to enable PEMEX to demon- 
strate its economic viability. In any event, the exjie- 
rience of PEMEX over the jrast twenty years clearly 
shows that the development of petroleum resources, 
even in a country seeking only to satisfy its own 
requirements, calls for self-financing and that'borrowing 
does not offer an appropriate solution. 

99. This is the diagnosis made by the Mexican lead- 
ers themselves. The latter saw that PEMEX would 
be unable to achieve the expanding equilibrium nec- 
essary to achieve its goals unless it was assured of 
adequate resources of its own. For this reason the 
price level (which was low before nationalization) was 
raised concurrently with the reorganization mentioned 
above. At the same time, PEMEX had to contract 
heavy foreign debts to finance its programme and meet 
its foreign currency requirements. The company is con- 
tinuing the consolidation of its external loans over a 
twelve-year period and in 1959 it negotiated further 
loans with foreign countries totalling $«>0 to $100 mil- 
lion, i.e., 1.000 to 1.200 million ¡H-SOS. These funds 
are to lie used mainly to finance infrastructure works 
and expand refinery capacity; they were to lie em- 
ployed for investments yielding a certain return which 
will make it possible to service the loans They should 
make it i>ossil»le to cover foreign currency requirements 
and release additional resources for investment in ex- 
ploration. The exploration progrn-nme has in fact taken 
on new scope. There has been a substantial increase in 
metres drilled, from «»45.000 metres in 1950 to 1,005.000 
in 19(10. The number of exploration wells has also 
steadily increased (81 in 1959. 103 in 1960). Profits 
in 1959 and I960 were insufficient to cover further 
investment programmes and in VKf) PEMEX bad to 
request a moratorium on its debts to'the State. 

100. Since 1959 PEMEX has IK<U unable to obtain 
the foreign capital as it can no longer enter into con- 
tracts   with  foreign  interests  for  the  development  of 
xploration. After 1948 PEMEX made use of .«reign 

assistance in an effort to regain the ground lost during 

UJ. R. Powell, The S.,:ri«m Petroleum !n<lmtr\. R?,<r-i9.W 
(Bureau of Business and lvronumic Research, University of 
California,   1956),  page  I6K. 
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the war. Tin- fir-t service contract was signed with 
Cities Service. T\\< further contracts w< re 'concimi- >\ 
with ( IMA, a company of American "independents", 
which received a tonn of exploration permit. (IMA 
financed all operations ami \\a- to lie repaid in mi MI1> 

.se(|tient production. The situation later chained and 
the Mexican nioiiopdy ha. Income stricter. Tin. has 
resultai in a certain decree of vulnerali,litv. indicated 
l»V the jact that in I1**) |»|-1M MX was Mill covering 
almost 70 per cent of its investments |,v loans." 

H>1. I'l.MIX das probably not Keen a financial 
success, due to a price structure artificially maintained 
Mow the uorhl level. Despite this fact.' it has MK - 
ceeded in meeting demand and lias maintained a |»nrelv 
Mexican "petroleum enterprise" In recent \cars. 
Mexico's petroleum imports have- steadily decreased and 
exports have increased (except in ]'H*) because of 
American iui|>ort restrictions). In addition, exerts of 
natural «as to the I'nitrd States are now helping to 
strengthen the foreign trade 1 »alance.1"' 

102. The output of crude jK-t mirimi is slowly iti - 
creasing (by a I »out 5 |«r crut a year) and the volume 
is still greater than domestic demand, hut the product- 
mix ohtained from Mexican crudes dots not fully cor- 
respond to doinrstic requirements. Proved reserves are 
of the order of 350 million tons, representing twnity- 
five years at current rates of production. r'inallv. side 
by side with its refining operations. I'KMKX has'l»egtni 
to develop a larice-scale pet n »-chemical industrv. 
I'l-.MhX now supplies nine-tenths of the country's 
commercial energy. The.-*- results have I tern in large 
part achieved by fmaix.mg hv tfie State which has in- 
vested altogether over 2J billion JMSOS and has un- 
doubtedly had to accept a considerable loss in tax 
revenue. 

101 Investment by I'KMKX in V*i) totaHed 2.45 
billion |K'sos and 2 billion JKSOS „, ]<jv»f.»•* |t niay 1H- 
useful to compare these figures with the figures for 
the .Mexican national itici une and State Mudget in 1('5*>. 
vhich were, in millions of pesos:17 

National income |IHI(NMI 
National   lntilijet    (im hilling    pulilir    investment, 

I,íI7íI8 million |KM>S) S4VK** 

104. This development has resulted in a change fmm 
the previous deficit in the petroleum kilance (excess of 
imports (»ver exjwirts by vaaie ) to a surplus, benefiting 
the national economy as a whole. 

Hra-il 

105. In Ura/il. as in Mexico, petroleum exploration 
and production is the sole prerogative of a state con- 
trolled nioiio|Mi|y ( IMTWOIiKASi. There are. how- 
ever, considerable differences between I'KTUOHRAS 
and its Mexican counterpart. To l*gi» with, it inherited 
nothing like the same |»otential when it was established 

'«'TKMKX  on   its   \,w   l'atti",  i'.lr.hum   I'r.u   SVrr -,',, 
April Ml. 

•* In 1%«. natural nas pn«hii-ti<>n. totallin« «»i, |,i||;OI1 n,»,¡v. 
metres   was «hniMe   the  (mure   for   1**57  ,m(| ,|,r,.,.   ,„,„.,   ,|H, 
ligure   for   l<>54.   Tins   expansion   w.is   HI.ule possi!.!,.   |,V   t»„. 
«levilopniciit   ,if   transport    facilities   .mil   tin- obstruction   of 
new prmessinu units. 

'•/"V/rn/Vnm  I'rrss  .NVrfiVr.   April   P*hl. 
171'nitrii   Nations.   Shitittiral   \',;irl;>,ik    /t»«'   i *M1O   \\> • 

til XVII.I». 

anil  Us <i]i( ration» 
anced.   Moreover. 
elltel|H'ise   !iiit   a 
in   which   the 
iMirthcrniore. 
lion,   relillillg. 

• were therefore far ftmn bring bal- 
I'h'.Tk't »Ml\AS is not a pure state 

lira/ilian financed "mixed" coinpanv 
Mate holds a majority < •' the shares. 

while it- operations extend to transporta- 
ilistrihution and petro-chemicals, i has 

no monopoly in those activities, although it will of 
course benefit from any expansion in them. This explains 
to some extent why a large propirtion of its resources 
can he devoted to exploration and development. 

10d. The funds allocated to the latter sector repre- 
sented about 35 per cent of total investments lietween 
1**55 and 1°5<» and under the l°57-l°ol plan were 
to amount to 30 billion cruzeiros out of a total invest- 
ment of 55 billion, with 20 billion earmarked for ex- 
ploration alone. The objective of I'KTROMKAS is, 
indeed, to close the country's petroleum gap, which is a 
heavy burden on the balance of payments (petroleum 
imjiorts cost some 250 million dollars a vear ). During 
the last three years its investments have trebled, rising 
from 7.S41 million cruz 'iros in 1U5S to 24.40** million 
cruzeiros in p«f). Of the latter sum. 4.325 million 
cruzeiros, or 17.7 JKT cent, were spent on exploration 
and 2.\M> million, or N.N per cent, on development.'" 

107. lastly. I'KTKOHRAS differs from I'KMKX 
in its methods of financing. The machinery devised 
for the state monopoly was designed to achieve two 
objectivas: to encourage, with more suitable initial 
financial resources, the development of a national petro- 
leum industry on a much larger scale than the X'ational 
Petroleum Council had previously done; and to make 
the ojH-ration a self-financing cue. with reinvestment 
of the ojxTating profits enabling the Company gradually 
to attain the higher level of investment needed by the 
petroleum industry, without calling upon public funds.'• 
The capital of l'KTROHRAS-4 billion cruzeiros at 
the time of its formation—was divided l>etween the 
lederai Government (72.15 j»er cent on 30 December 
1'J.VI. the member states and the Federal District 
[22.2H per cent) and the communes (5.57 per cent).21' 

ION. The pro|)ortions have changed very little since 
then, and on 31 Dccemlier lOfiO were as follows: 

Federal (¡overnment 
MemUr states 

< "' mimunrs 
Other« 

Percentage 

65.5 
27.0 
6.8 
0.7 

100. A sixth capital increase approved at the Cenerai 
.Meeting on 0 XovemI»er VHO raised the PKTROBRAS 
capital to 40 billion cruzeiros. 28.311 million of which 
had ken paid up by the end of Decemlier 1060  Thus 

«Li ,,,nV,l!."'",erUzt'iros rt'n,ai»"(l to 1» iKÜd up in 
1 «»I. 11.4 M million in ordinary shares and 198 million 
in preference shares. However, it should lie rememhered 
that the capital increases were carried out at a time 
of general in latioti. 

110. (¡rowing attraction to private individuals of 
the pre cret.ee shares issued for public subscription was 
noted. During the  1<*,0 fìnanciel year. 400.432 shares 

'-PI-TKOI'RAS.  K.-htoru, dus mtivUadrs ,/V  I960 

/(.^/,„H, a,„|    ,,„„,„,,.  of n.TK0RK.-IS  (Rio de jïi" 

-""  "i«.' .; ,i l'ÍTKOfíh'.IS.  OctolMT  l'í.V, 
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of this type, to a total value of <)S,0Si').4(M) cruzeiro-, 
were subscribed. This meant 2J55 new shareholders 
in this category, raising the number of holders of prefer- 
ence shares to 13.817. A substantial proportion of the 
dividends distributed to shareholders has been re 
invested, new money of this type representing f> per 
cent of the total financing lietween lu53 and 1(<5'> 
(5 per cent in 1(W>0). In addition to its initial capital. 
PFTR( >BRAS also had other substantial resources 
with which to meet its needs. Those resources were 
derived in the first place from the price policv followed, 
which was the reverse of that followed in Mexico. Brazil 
has retained the Caribliean ini]>ort prices as parity. It 
has also imposed heavy protection duties on refined 
products. The total funds thus made available through 
its o|)crations enabled PFTROBRAS to finance from 
its own resources nearly 36 per cent of its total invest- 
ments between 3 October 1953 and 31 Deceml>er 1 ',»5«*.ai 

In  addition   to   this   substantial  and   stable   income, 

21 Under article 13 of Law 2004 establishing PF.TROHKA^ 
a part (15 per cent) of the single tax levied on imported' 
and locally   refined   petroleum  products  under   ljiw   174«) of 

PPTSml5fSJ9¥ni,«,M,i?!.-10 ,,ETKOBRAS- Thi< »ax brmurtn IhTKORKAS 2,064 nullum cruniros in 1958, 3.456 million 
rnwtros in 195<i and 4,114 million cruzeiros in 1060 Inder 
article 14 of Law 2004 PETKORRAS also receives tin- 
proceeds of a tax levied on imported vehicles, which amounted 
to 418 million cruzeiros in 1958, 730 million cruzeiros in I"59 

l'FTROBRAS  lus  been   allocated   the  proceeds  „Í   a 
H-ries ol nn-allaiHuus  t.,s,, ,,r ,lulu s pa\.ihlc |,v  ,;ls 

pavers on oil and automobiles. 

111.   A further -ource of capital for IT'TUOBU \S 
is  the  levy,   payable  b>   privat. Is   ou „cd   refineries,  of 

per cent ot the c it. value of their imports „Í enule 
oil and ?0 per cent of their net profits on refined prod 
nets manufactured Imm impulci crude. Through this 
levy, |'|. I ROBRAS received from the private re 
Imeries 1.3"M) million cruzeiros bv the end oí l"s<) The 
lund, receive,! by l'FTR( »BRAS from these di lièrent 
taxes since its lormation amount to J3._HM million 
cruzeiros and represent about one-third of the com- 
pany s financial resources. However, it should be noted 
that in rivent years the Company's own income has 
provided a steadily growing proprium of its total 
resources, as table 9 shows. 

and 1.512 million cm/cm., in P*,0. Article 48 of ila- same 
.aw provide» tor the payment „f ;l s,Hrii,| .„„iril^tioii l,v 

injhiijtri.il firms based on the .piantiti,., „I l„„„d l,vdrocarl.ons 
winch they consume. Tin, cntrihinio,, amounted to sofl million 
cruzeiros in l<).s8. m „„Ilion cni/.r,,. ,„ p,,so and p,> . .¡Hum 
.•ni/etr.» in 1«W». Finally, arlicle 15 ..f the same law" ruvida 
tor the payment of an annual c>utril>mi<Mi l.v ow'ncrs of 
auioniohilcs In«!, and aircraft ,., exclian«.- for ceri i Cotes 
which are to t*< replaced by preference shares or bonds in 
the I otnpany. 

TaWe  9. PETROBRAS  m««,,,, 

(Millions of cruzeiros) 

Item loss 19S6 J957 l».<* ;»J9 I960 

lîross operational profits 
Undistributed profits 
Reinvested dividends 

TOTAL, own resources 

Income   received  under   articles   13,   14 
ami 4« of Law No. 2004 

Levy on owners of vehicles 

1,021 

1.021 

<>M> 
146 

TOTAL, fiscal resources       1,382 

TOTAL, over-all  resources       2.403 

2.817 4,705 7.760 13.333 15.477 
64 972 2,719 3,628 (><W 

102 «15 773 1.1)59 1,464 

2,>>*S 6.2H2 11,258 18,020 23.939 

1.300 2.557 3,0(2 4 575 6 MX 
472 416 7 11 '   _» 

1.772 2,<>7.S 3.049 4,5,^ Í(,I20 

4.755 «»,255 1437 22.606 30,059 

Source: PFTROBRAS, Kehtorio das actmdades de I960. 

112. These figures show that, while the absolute 
contribution of the State has increased, the relative im- 
portance of state supjKirt in the over-all financing of 
PFTROBRAS operations has declined considerably. 
Also worthy of note is the relatively- modest share, 
during the period 1953-1959, of the resources derived 
from amortization (4 per cent of the total). This is not 
unusual in the case of an enterprise which, unlike 
PEMKX. is of relatively recent creation and is in the 
process of expansion. Furthermore, up to 1959 the 
funds obtained through borrowing were fairly low 
(about 9 per cent) 

113. Hrazil has also evolved an interesting sys- 
tem of covering the foreign currency requirements'of 
PFTROBRAS. The Company is credited monthly by 
the Bank of Brazil with the equivalent of alxntt 8() I*T 

cent of the savings in foreign currencies resulting 
from  domestic   petroleum   operations.   However,   this 

monthly quota may not be less than 3 jxr cent or more 
than 5 {x-r cent of the total inconi- from ex|«orts.2if 

114. The total public funds allocated to PFTRO- 
BRAS may lie compared with the following figures 
for the Brazilian economy in 1959 (jn millions of 
cruzeiros) :M 

National income 
National budget : 

Federal Government 
States and Federal District 

1,460,900 

156,044 
66,314 

115. PFTROBRAS has not yet obtained any sub- 
stantial results from its exploration. At the time of its 
formation, almost the whole of the country's jK-troleum 
requirements had to lie imported, domestic sources pro- 

-'- PKTROliRAS.  Hrazil,   S'ummury  „f Stalistntit Pala  OH 
Petroleum  and  .Icthntics of  I'll h'o/lp .IS. 

-3 United  .Valions, Stilliglieli  Vearhm,k,  1'tUI 
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viding only 2 per cent <>f tlic crude nil requirements 
and only 5 |>cr cent of tin rclmcd products. Imports. 
which in 195.5 totalled $247 million or 17 per cent of 
the country's total imports, amounted in more than 
$281 million m l'»5X and in VHi) were still running 
at $257 million all this despite the efforts of P1TRÒ- 
HRAS, the country's consumption of |)etroleum having 
doubled since 19.S,<. .Nevertheless, substantial savings 
in foreign currency have Ix-cn achieved through those 
efforts, which have resulted in a refining capacity of 
more than 15 million tons a year, a tanker licet of more 
than 500,000 tons deadweight and a crude oil production 
of 4 million tons, in I960 the lirazilian jx-troleum 
industry saved $169 million in foreign currency, or 
$25.5 million more than in 195°-. Of those foreign 
currency savings, $85 million were made on refining, 
$75 million on production and $9 million on ocean 
transportât bn. 

116. Despite the substantial exploration erTort, 
proved reserves are still under 100 million tons. The 
following figures give an idea of »he expansion in 
exploration activities during the past few years: 

1956 1951 I960 

Drilling rigs 2>> 53 62 
Number of holes drilled : 

Exploratory 7 58 93 
Development •in 81 141 

TOTAL 47 138 234 
Metres drilled 71,387 209,170 319,016 

Altogether, almost $300 million were spent between 
1955 and 19fi0 on exploration outside the already pro- 
ductive Reconcavo Hasin in Hahia: the results of this 
expenditure have been rather disappointing. 

117. It is easy to see the apparently substantial 
differences between the methods of financing adopted 
by PETROBRAS and those by PF.MRX. differences 
which in any case are largely justified by their past, 
a rice one of the two monopolies inherited an established 
exporting industry while the other had to start from 
nothing. Hut on analysis those differences will IK* seen 
to be more evident in form than in substance. In the 
case of PETROHRAS the problem was one of pro- 
viding it with adequate resources of its own. In the case 
erf PEMEX deficits had to IK« made good a posteriori 
by "capital" contritaitions from the State. These two 
examples will illustrate the need for large sums of 
"risk" capital. This need has leti sonic States to ex- 
periment with new methods of financing in which 
private cajMtal can be ass.»dated with state enterprises. 

Argentina 

IIS. In Argentina an attempt is being made to 
associate private capital with the worl. of a state enter- 
prise which has a mono|xily in the held of petroleum. 
This its a reversal of previous policy and it would have 
been interesting to analyse in detail the reasons for 
this change of policy by the Yacimientos Petrolíferos 
Fiscales (YPF). However, since YPF has issued no 
report giving details of its financial arrangements before 
1958, the only basis for a study are the official state- 
ments and press comments published when the first 
contracts were signed. 

119. The principles on which YPF operates (at atú- 
rate since 195S, the year in which the main objectives 
to he attained in the field of petroleum were outlined i, 
are expressed in the introductions to its reports for 
the financial years 1<>5X. 1959 and 1960. The rejx.rts 
show that the aim of the YPF operations is "the utiliza- 
tion of the oil contained in the sub-oil of Argentina in 
order to eliminate the need for imports",-4 and, in 1959, 
that "YPF is returning ¡0 its traditional policy of utiliz- 
ing domestic crude oil only, so speeding up the advance 
towards the desired objective : a situation where the 
country will be self-sufficient in this field". However, 
YPF is even more ambitious, since by 1958 the pros- 
pects were so encouraging that it could assert without 
risk that there was a possibility of Argentina becoming 
an oil exporting country, "though not, of course, until 
the nation has increased its present low level of con- 
sumption, which is typical of the industrially under- 
developed countries, through the intensification of pro- 
duction of domestic jx-trolcum. which must be the main 
factor in that development". 

120. Thus the Argentine authorities are hoping for 
as rapid as possible an expansion of production, even 
beyond the needs of domestic consumption. At the same 
time, YPF stated (1959) that, "as universally acknowl- 
edged, the oil industry, even as an economic proposition, 
requires a very large volume of capital". 

121. Yet the Government's policy is no longer to 
finance expansion from public funds. YPF refers to this 
in its 1959 report, when it stated that "it lacks the 
necessary capital to finance the desired expansion and 
that capital cannot l)e expected from the State in view 
of the repeated directives on the subject issued by the 
country's economic authorities". This official position 
was reconfirmed subsequently, notably in 1%1 when 
any supplementary governmental subsidy was refused. 

122. It is true that until that date public funds 
(from the Treasury ami the National Energy Fund, 
and miscellaneous contributions and appropriations for 
the YPh "expansion plan") had, to judge from the 
balance-sheet of 31 December 1?"8, provided a very 
high proportion of YPF's capital requirements. Rela- 
tively little came from its own resources or outside 
contributions. Owing to the impossibility of distinguish- 
ing lietween short-term and long-term credits, no exact 
proportions can, however, be established and any dis- 
cussion must therefore l>e in general terms. By the 
end of 1900, the situation had improved in a number 
of respects : the "own reserves'* and "other creditors" 
items were considerably higher than in 1958, and new 
Y Fh bonds had !>een issued. However, the additional 
contributions from the State and the National Energy 
Hind appear to have exceeded 6 billion pesos between 
1 January 1959 and 31 October 1960. Faced with the 
apparent contradiction of having to expand the coun- 
try s oil potentml and hence the exploration effort 
without the aid of government subventions, YPF took 
three steps. Firstly it launched a programme of aus- 
terity and cost-reduction. Secondly, it sought loans, 
particularly abroad. This is the probable explanation 
the increase m the "other creditors" item in the bal- 
ance sheet.  Some of the loans were tied in with the 

24 In :957 Argentina consumed 12,100,000 tons of petroleum 
products and produced 4,542,000 tons of crude oil    pe,r°'eUm 
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conclusion of contract-, for the supply ni t'<|inpnu ut. 
Such a formula became possible once the investili-tits 
could be expected to yield some return. The loan made 
in early 1961 by the F.xport-Import Hank also comes 
into this category. This was the first loan made by that 
organization to an oil concern. 

123. As the third and last step, VI'F was authorized 
to conclude contracts of various kinds with private- 
domestic and foreign firms. Thi.s de fado relaxing of 
the monojKily was accompanied bv its de iure strength- 
ening through the I,aw of 12 November 195«. article 2 
in particular. Since 195S, two types of contracts have 
Iteen concluded by VI'F with foreign firms. The first 
arc ordinary service contracts, similar to those also 
concluded by such monopolies as PEMF.X and 
PETROHRAS. The second, covering exploration and 
development, are marked by the fact that YPF's co- 
contractor acts as operator, provides the finance and 
shares (in differing proportions) in the risks of the 
"venture". 

124. All the contracts studied have one common 
feature. They are designed, in accordance with the 
objective mentioned earlier, to provide YPF and the 
Argentine economy as soon as possible with enough 
local oil to cover the country's needs. It will he inter- 
esting to see how the terms of those contracts change 
when the co-contractors are asked to dispose of and 
export the crude oil produced. Such an eventuality is 
probably close at hand, for while consumption in Ï960 
did not increase greatly in relation to 1957 (12.5 million 
tons), output had almost doubled (9 million tons). In 
1961 a further 36 per cent increase in prodmtion was 
recorded (12.5 million tons). This increase in output 
resulted, in 1960, in immediate reductions of 38 per ce:it 
in Argentina's imports of crude oil and 30 per cent 
in those of refined products as compared with 1950. 
Foreign currency payments for those imports were 
$124.5 million in 1960 as against $174 million in 19.59, 
.1 saving of $49.5 million. The 1%1 foreign currency 
payments are believed to have been in the region of 
$80 million, a furtl.er saving of $44.5 million as com- 
pared to the previous year. The fact that Argentine- 
production has doubled in two years has meant a saving 
of nearly $300 million a year in the country's oil im- 
ports. Since the end of 1961 Argentina has started 
exporting crude oil. 

Turkey 

125. Turkey provides another interesting example. 
Unlike Mexico, where the state monopoly tc»ok over a 
fully developed industry, Brazil, where the state mo- 
nopoly had to start from nothing, at any rate in so far 
as exploration was concerned, and Argentina, where 
the state monopoly, while retaining control over opera- 
tions, has secured the assistance of domestic and foreign 
private compnies, Turkey offers the case of a mo- 
nopoly which has been abandoned after twenty years 
of experience but without the State giving up its' own 
activities in the field of petroleum. The search for oil 
in Turkey began at the end of the nineteenth centurv, 
when private companies which had been granted ex- 
ploration permits drilled a few shallow holes without 
obtaining results. The 1926 Petroleum Law being some- 
what unfavourable to private capital, no concessions 
were granted to private companies and in 1929 pros- 

it'1"1*   v.;.,   nat.o,,.-,h„,|.    |.\,,|( „.,„„„   |,(.,,;m   ,„    ,„,, 
"."'', l!,r   '''•••'"•il!    Ml     ill.-     IMI,,!,,,,,.     1-xpW.lti,.,,    ;m,| 
l)';vel„pIM.„t Administrai,,!,. ., ,t.ite ..rgani,..ti, ,ii which 
drilled its urts bole in I'M-, |„ p>.tf mt. , ;,,u.nmu.nl-N 

petroleum activities une take, over h\ the Mining 
f.xploralinii and I >e\ el, .pnient Institute (MTAi. which 
retami,I the niunop,,I\ mujj |<).v|. KxpWaiion »h 
carried out with tin- assistance of American cn.pai.ics 
working under contract. A shortage of capital appears 
to have hampered the work. 

l-?6.   Alter geological  reconnaissance, drillim >egan 
and led to the discovery of oil  at two places ,n sllMt|, 
mm ' "r,k,,y  1K'ar  ,,H'   Sv,'i;in   friiiitii-r:   at   Raman   in 
1940 and t.arzan in  P>5|. |„  ]<)54 t,K. ri.s,.rviN W(,,. 
estimai«! at some 10 million tons and the imu-utial 
production capacilv at 3(X>,0il0 tons a vear although 
actual priKluctioii was only 60.000 tons a vear owing 
to the inaiic<|uacy of the trans|>ortation and refining* 
facilities. When Law Xo. U.UU, which was designed 
lo encourage the investment of foreign capita! was 
promulgated on 7 March 1954, Turkey's domestic' con- 
sumption was in the region of one million tous a vear. 
Hie one refinery, installed near the producing fields 

m order to meet local requirements, had a capacity of 
/O.OOO tons a year. Imports of petroleum products 
needed to satisfy domestic demand represented an 
outlay of S40 million. In nineteen years M TA had s|wnt 
between $20 and $24 million on oil exploration.""' These 
ligures may be compared with the following data on 
the Turkish economy in 195«) (in millions of Turkish 
liras ) :2tl 

Nati,inai income 
National ImdRit 
Public invTsimt-nts 

40,095 

5,980 

I.<>I7 

127. Since the entry into force of the new Petroleum 
I.aw, some twenty foreign companies have IKM-II 
granted concessions covering a total area of about 
100.000 square kilometres. The state's activities have 
IKTU talen over by the Turkish National IVirolciun 
Company (TPAO), a mixed company of which !*> per 
cent of the capital may be subscribid bv private in 
vestors. The National Company eujovs no privileges 
except foi those areas in which "work had already I H-en 
carried out by M l'A. As a result of the granting of 
concessions to foreign private companies, the Turkish 
Government received royalties amounting to 2.5 million 
liras in 1056 a,„| 2.X million liras in 1957. I'nder the 
1954 Law. Turkey was divided into nine districts, 
districts III and IV in the north-east of the country 
k'ing partially closed to exploration at the present lime. 
In 19o0 the TPAO outpul was raised to 3MI.000 tons, 
all of it processed at its refinery at Patnan, the capacity 
of which has just IK« n increased to 650,000 tons a year. 

12S. Although the results obtained by the Turkish 
tnono|K)ly in twenty years do not seem very impressive, 
it should he noted that in eight years—from 19,5.1 to 
1%1 —the major companies have still marie only a few 
minor discoveries, while their exploration expense* from 
1955 to 1959 are estimated at $(>2.5 million, to which 
must lie added the $6.5 million spent by TPAO. The 
largest group has given up after investing $20 million 
and drilling eleven dry holes.   However, investment is 

25 W. J. Levy, op rit. 
2fl United Nations, Statistical  Yearbook, I960. 
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continuing al the rati- of $2 million a month. The work 
done by MTA between 1«>33 and F>54 enabled the 
Turkish < ¡overnment to obtain a general picture of the 
country's oil jtotcntialitics. Those preliminarv surveys 
inaile it possible for the private companies to start 
drilling very soon after the concessions were granted 
under the í.aw oí 1954.a7 Turkey's |>o!icy since 1954 
appears to have euahled the State to retain a certain 
m,'r.lMm' "f l'(,M,r"l •'>"'• activity in this field \vith<jut 
lorfciting the assistance of the major groups and their 
capital. 

Holitñd 

'" ' ,Tnr tas(> OI" "onv'a 's somewhat similar to 
that of Turkey, since the state monopoly established in 
I'Mfi the Yacimientos Petrolíferos Fiscales Bolivianos 
(YPFB)came to an end in 1955, at anv rate in 
res|>ect to oil exploration and production. There is, 
however, one basic difference, in that the first discoveries 
of oil in Bolivia were made by a private company in 
19¿2 and |9_>f. and that when that company was'ex- 
propriated. YPFB, like IM-.MKX in Mexico, inherited 
a commercial-scale production which had started in 
I'M I. Acting as an inde|>endent l>ody responsible directly 
to the head of the Government, YPFB was authorized 
to conclude private contracts for the development of 
its concessions. When the new Petroleum Code was 
issued in 1955. YPFH production was 350,000 tons. 
After rising to 465,000 tons in 1957, it has since fallen 
steadily owing to the restrictions on investment resulting 
from the currency stabilization policy inaugurated by 
the Government in 1956 in order to stem the rapid 
inflation.-'" Since then YPFH has had to be content 
with financing its operations from its own resources. 
The situation deteriorateli still further in June 1957 as 
a result of the reduction of 20-25 per cent in the 
domestic prices of petroleum products and of the lack 
of foreign currency. 

130. Since publication of the new Petroleum Code. 
Many foreign companies have been attracted to Bolivia 

.iii-l have obtained concessions, but their laltours have 
not yet lieen crowned with success. At the end of 1959 
it was estimated that these companies had s|>ent about 
$55 million on oil exploration. $25 million in 195<> alone. 
With the further increase in expenditures, $100 million 
have lieen spent on exploration by the foreign comjtanies 
from the time of publication of the Petroleum Code 
up to 19o0. 

131. These are substantial expendi ures when corn- 
ered with YPFB's capital expenses in 1957-1958 of 
$38 million, including $10 million derived from foreign 
loans.1'" Y FF H is said to be contemplating an increase 
in production to 2.5 million tons in three years, which 
presup|K>ses the existence of proved reserves of some 
50 million tons instead of the present 17 million, and 
expenditures amounting, according to YPFB. to $23 
million spread over four years. 

-7 The main reasons why drilling could In- started immediately 
included the existence of 1 :25,000 topographical maps for most 
ureas of the country, the fact that detailed gcob>iical and 
Keophysical surveys of the sedimentary hasin had already Wen 
made by MTA, and the subsequent preparation, also by MTA, 
of   1:100,000 geological  maps of the whole country. 

-'" Between 1°52 and l'Xsf» the rate of exchange rose from 
sixty  bolivianos to 7,7ii<) bolivianos to the dollar. 

-"' W.  1.   Levy. op. cit. 

132. YPFB is now losing 23,(HX) million bolivianos, 
or $2 million, a year and was rccctiih authorized t<> 
keep 50 per cent of the sums due to lite State under 
contracts concluded with private companies. Because 
of the official policy ol maintaining prices below world 
prices. YPFB cannot mobilize its own financial resources 
and the State has I toen forced to meet the costs of 
exploration from its  own  budget. 

133. To conclude, then- would ap|>car to be subtle 
différences between the methods chosen hv the countries 
with a st.te monopoly to finance the search for oil. 
While the centrally planned economies, as well as 
Mexico and Brazil, have retained a complete monopoly, 
the development of exploration has led the other coun- 
tries studied to seek out ways of associating private 
capital and public funds. The systems thus being 
established in these countries closely resemble those 
developing in countries which have started from a 
diametrically op|tosed position, i.e.. where exploration 
and development of petroleum resources was originally 
entirely in private hands and where government par- 
ticipation in the development of these resources has 
tended to increase. 

ClIAPTKR   -4 

Financing from prívate tourm 

134. Kxcept in mainland China and the centrally 
planned economies of Kurupe, the great bulk of jtetro- 
leum exploration and production throughout the world 
has been financed from private sources, although in a 
number of countries (mainly small producers) the situa- 
tion may not correspond to the over-all picture. 

Trtle 10. Share» of Stale« la world petroleum prodweliofi, 
1961» 

II, '•>                                Th< "Jllds ,'f /(iH.t l'crccntagf 

World, excluding centrally planned 
economies •"M2.155 100 

Private 878,-WS 04.25 
State 53,660 5.75 

Mexico 15,200 
Argentina 12,500 
Sahara '1,600 
Hrüzil 4,720 
Austria 2,370 
Yugoslavia 1,400 
Columbia 1,350 
Chile 1,200 
UAK 1,100 
Gabon, Congo (Brazzaville) m 
Italy 700 
Turkey 400 
Others'1 

2,240 

" The figures are in large part estimates. 
h Including the share of production controlled hv the State 

m such countries as Holivia, Burma, the Federal kepublic of 
Germany, rrance   Iwli.i.   Iran and   Peru. 

135. It is somewhat difficult to define state inter- 
vention in the various producer countries, since it ranges 
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frulli direct niono|M>ly to simple financial participation. 
From a strictly financial |>oint of view, it might have 
been thought that the State's share in production was 
equivalent to its |>crceiitagc share in the capital of the 
producing companies. Hut it would ap|>ear more useful 
to retain the criterion of initiative in operations and to 
limit consideration, for example, to the production of 
companies the major part of whose capital is held hy 
the State. On this basis the production of Hritish 
Petroleum could he counted as produced with state 
|xirtici]Kition. I'.ven making this calculation (which is 
somewhat artificial, having regard to the way the 
company is run and its field of activity ) the figure for 
the government's  share in world production, outside 

of the centrally   planned  economic: 
the region of  15  per cent. 

umi Id oillv    lie   Ill 

A.    I'KIVATI. ori-K \i ION-- 

13o.   A   distinction   should   he   made 
panies  operating   on   an   international   » 
operating in one countn  onh.   Hcc.-iuse 

sources   and   petroleum  potential the  re 
States 

net ween com 
ale and those 
• 'i the si/e nf 

•f the I 'uiled 
some American petroleum companirs mav play 

an international role while the operations ,,i ,,ihers are 
limited to the United States or even to particular phases 
of the industry. It may therefore he uset'ul to analyse 
the distribution of production among the \atious 
companies. 

Table  II. Estimated crude   petroleum production of international roiiipniiii»,   I960 

(Millions af Inns, ,:\i,f! at imliialr,!) 

Arra 
Standard 

X.J. f.Klf /V.ru.v 
.S/iliif/«rJ 

Gi/,/. Af ,.;•</ Shrll i<r ('/•/• 

1,-Uil    f 
tin-a,il:t i 'Ihn i 1-r.iJn. II •» 

North America 25.2 17.4 22.X 14.5 11.5 162 0.2 0 1 107.'» 265.1 373.0 
Latin America 65.9 

91.1 

10.6 10.5 3.5 

18.0 

7.9 

19.4 

49.0 

65.2 

1.6 

1.8 0.1 

140.0 

2569 

48.5 

3136 

I'»7.5 

Western  Hemisphere Total 28.0 33.3 570.5 

Europe 2.1 1.7 — — 1.1 13 0.1 — 6.3 8.4 11.7 
Africa — — — — 0.2 1.6 10 3.2 6.0 4.4 10.4 
Middle East* 28.8 43.5 22.9 22.9 16.6 21.0 74.0 17.0 246.7 15.9 262.6 
Far East 2.1 

33.0 

124.1 

— 4.1 4.1 

27.0 

45.0 

2.0 

19.') 

39.3 

11.3 

75.1 20.2 

20.3 

23.6 

282.6 

539.5 

2.Ì 

31.0 

344.6 

25.9 

Eastern Hemisphere Total 45.2 27.0 35.2 313.6 

TOTAL 7.U 60.3 100.4 76.9 884.1 

Planned economy countries 

124.1 73.2 

- 

45.0 39.3 1004 76.9 20.3 539.5 

167.2 

511.8 

167.2 

WORLD TOTAL 60.3 1,051.3 

Percentage of  total production 1I.K 7.0 5.8 4.3 3.8 9.0 7.3 2.0 51.6 48.4 100 0 

•Breakdown of production according to financial participa- output  outside   mainland   I tuna  and  the   luminati   centrally 
tion; no account taken of supply contracts. planned   economics,   and   almost   85   |»T   ceni   of   output   if 

These  eight   international  companies  thus  account   for  51.6 mainland China, the European centrally planned economies and 
per cent of  total  world output, over 61  per  cent  of  world North America ar<- excluded. 

137. The operations of the international comentes 
are not restricted to petroleum exploration and pro- 
duction. AH have direct outlets to consumer markets 
of which they supply a very large part in many coun- 
tries. The (»lance between their various branches of 
activity varies but all have a sufficient degree of 
"integration" to ensure the stability necessary to their 
development. The companies thus possess relatively 
complete experience on the technical and commercial 
level, and consequently on the economic level too. On 
the financial level, moreover, their methods arc of 
interest : the integrated companies have hitherto balanced 
their over-all operations in such a way as to j>ermit the 
self-financing of a large part of the investment needed 
for the exceptionally rapid expansion of capacity required 
to meet demand. Little recourse has been made to 
outside sources, compared with the situation in other 
sectors. The international companies can therefore he 
said to finance exploration from their own funds. 

138. This conclusion also holds good for the majority 

of the private American companies, as table 12 shows 
on |>age 24. 

139. liven where private exploration companies 
have not reached a sufficient level of production to 
finance their own exploration operations, they call tijiou 
their shareholders and hardly ever cover these costs 
by Ixirrowing. 

B.  LEGAL SYSTEMS ADOPTEII BV »IFFF.RF.NT (OINTRIES 

140. A wide variety of approaches have been and 
still are, adopted iti this field. They vary according 
to the main object of the state authorities. While there 
can lie no question of a detailed analysis, or even a 
complete list, of such a|»proaches, countries may I« 
flivided into two groups, those which grant general or 
limited |K'troleum concessions on a contractual liasis 
within a broad framework of mining legislation, and 
those which have enacted specific legislation in the held 
of petroleum. 
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Tubi»-   12. Origin and use   of   the  fundi of ihr thirty-two  major Anteriran   prtrolrur 
eompaniet,  1950-1960 

(Millions of dollars) 

1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
l'JrjíK 

Ax-ailable 
profits 

3.0X0 
3.706 
3,002 
4,379 
4,592 
5,200 
5,866 
6,318 
5.531 
5.892 
6.2(»0 

Dividends 
paid* 

724 
m 
939 

1,019 
1,041 
UM 
1,324 
1,414 
1,419 
1,468 
1,520 

/•'it *iti s dì ail ah Ir 
for IMí fstmcnt 

2.356 

( «fi;,i. 
e.tpfHti'lurr* 

Ixternal funds 

2.S22 
2,963 
3,360 
3,551 
4,037 
4,542 
4,904 
4,112 
4,424 
4,680 

1,971 
2.620 
X233 
3.489 
3.760 
4.081 
5,347 
5,636 
4,526 
4,469 
4,450 

-385 
-202 

270 
129 
209 
44 

805 
732 
414 

45 
— 230 

Sourer:  K. K.  Hill,  The ^„      ... ... .. Chantmn Oil Industry.   Published   by   Rahman.   Dillon   l mon 
.Vumtics and Company, New \ ork. 1-iRiires from tin- ( hasc Manhattan Hank. Febiuary 1%1. 

• InrluditiK minority holdings. 
'• Im-litditiK investments  in  non-consolidated companies 
'" Kstimates. 

141. A large number of states have not begun In- 
fracting general legislation and have preferred to 
proceed by means of concessions. The purpose of such 
single or multiple contracts, which bind the state to 
one or several companies, is to regulate the entirety 
of the legal and fiscal relations between the prospector, 
the operator and the state authorities. Two of the main 
producer States of the Middle Kast—Sancii Arabia and 
Kuwait—today still belong in this category. Iran had 
long been bound to one petroleum company by an 
exclusive concession. In some cases, the concession may 
cover the whole of the country's territory. In Venezuela, 
the contract system has becn'juxtajxisefì upon a system 
of special legislation, but the latter has undergone such 
rapid change that the various agreements have acquired 
a character of their own, and it may l>e said that in 
venezticla. as in other countries, piecemeal arrangements 
a¡ - still the rule. 

142. Other countries have enacted -[«rial or general 
legislation, either at the outset or some time after the 
petroleum resources of their territories has begun to 
fie exploited. Libya and Nigeria may lie cited in this 
connexion. In all the cases considered, the State's 
essential object set nis to bave Urn to exploit it.» petro- 
leum resources beyond the level necessary to meet the 
needs of its domestic market. These States were therefore 
concerned to stimulate a maximum of investment with 
a view to rapid development and maximum exports of 
the oil produced. In these particular cases the state's 
role is restricted to determining the framework of its 
relations with the prospector or producer and taking 
the necessaiy legislative steps to attain the goal which 
it has set itself. 

Conventional methods oj stimulating maximum 
investment 

143. It should In- mentioned that most of the specific 
legislation in this field regards a multiplicity of operators 
as an important stimulus. Such legislation is therefore 
contrary in principle to the method used by the States 
of the Middle East at the beginning of their petroleum 
history, whereby one single body sometimes comprising 

different petroleum companies (e.g., Iraq Petroleum 
Company) was responsible for all operations throughout 
the area, and occasionally under several concessions 
with different geographical boundaries. This was the 
case in Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar and Iraq, for example. 
It is true that in countries using the emir act method, 
there is now a trend towards a multip'icity of operators, 
especially when new concessionary companies are 
brought in to the coastal areas of the country's territory 
(off-shore exploration). 

144. These contracts or legislations normally contain 
basic provisions designed to guarantee the security and 
stability of investment. Thus, in all such legislation 
exploration entails the right to exploit the discoveries 
and ¡his is expressly formulated in individual agree- 
ments of the Iraq Petroleum Company or Saudi Arabian 
type. This right is granted exclusively to the prospector. 
It is consolidated for a given period, "taking into account 
the general conditions in which its holder is entitled 
to exercise it. The length of Middle Kast concessions 
used to run from sixty years (Aramco for example) 
to seventy-five years (Iraq Petroleum Company or 
Kuwait Oil Company). In general, the c< ntracting party 
also enjoys appropriate safeguards in the event of 
disagreement, in many cases through international 
arbitration arrangements. In addition, most concessions 
guarantee the holders favourable conditions in regard 
to operations, transjwrt and passage of personnel'and 
equipment, use of the necessary sites, etc. In exchange 
local needs may have first claim on production and' 
there are various obligations, such as the compulsory 
use of local labour. 

145. The systems mentioned further include pro- 
visions designed to accelerate operations, either by 
prescribing a minimum rate of operations, or by making 
provision for a high return on the investment The 
agreements or laws in question often stipulate that if 
less than a certain sum is invested in the concession 
over a given period, the contract becomes void But 
these provisions, which oblige the license holders'or 
concessionary companies to maintain a certain level of 
activity, are probably less effective than fiscal measures 
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146. There are other methods of stimulating private 
investment in exploration. Some consist of hacking up 
private funds hy state contrihutions. bor example. 
under the system which, operated in Franco for a short 
period, til«- private shareholders of exploration com- 
panies, and petroleum exploration financing companies 
subscribing to an increase in the capital of an explora 
tioti company, had to contribute only half the amount 
of the subscription, the other half being covered by the 
Petroleum Support Fund, a special treasury account. 
The stimulus to the production of petroleum in France 
provided through the Petroleum Support Fund is also 
a means of stimulating investment in exploration. The 
matching sums are only paid when the corresponding 
amount is actually invested in exploration. All the 
countries considered in this chapter follow the practice 
of sharing the profits fifty-fifty lietween the State and 
the company—or did so until recently. 

147. In some countries, the system of depletion 
allownnces also tends towards the same objective. It 
may take different forms but the principle is generally 
the same: the petroleum producer is allowed to .einvest 

a part of his profits tax im   m rVl,„.,tj ,„.. „,,„,, 
in order to offset the depletion .,f hi, ,„|,1 Thi, flirm 

of amortization has been lake,, ,„> in ., „„„,1«, „, 
countries, notably in the  I mich n-, ,'  sVMl.m ••• 

148 With regard tu t, ~c.il HUMMIIV,. reieietuv mav 
also be made to the ia^urahV trims accorded ,n 
I-ranee to petroleum esplorati,,,, inuncing omiiuuic, 
mvestment companies mated „ii.icr ,|„. ,1,,,,,. ,„ 
-0 May 1955. 

Results obtained it.iiie,   ///,• r, » v.v/i m.\ 

149. Middle Fast production lias increased tenfold 
in fifteen years, rising fn«n _'<, mill,,,,, „„„ „, p»is ,,, 
263 million in VHi). During the <„„,. p,.r„„| \ e„e„,ela\ 
production trebled, rising m-m is t„ 131 million tons 
In 1960 the Middle K:,M and \ cuc/uela accounted lor 
almost 40 per cent of world production The results ire 
summarized in table 13. 

!-"îkThîiC?!!5e,2 °f 'lVl>l1""11 i'""»«:«..,-,  v..,,   i„st  „«„„IINY.I n the United States l,ut,  „, ||1:1,  ,,„,,„„   ,(n<|  ¡,, ,,„,,„,,   • 
takes the form of a net lax «!.-.f,„-i..„, „;,„..,„ ,„n ,,„„!„,;„,.. 
attached. 

{Millions of tons, except as indicated) 

Country 1949 »S0 

Kuwait 
Saudi Arabia 
Iran 
Iraq 
Qatar 
Neutral Zone 
Bahrain 

2.8 
17.4 
4.8 

1.0 

Middle East, TOTAL 36.3 
W orld production 3S2 
Percentage   of   Middle   East  in   world 

production 75 
Venezuela     4« 0 
Percentage of Venezuela in world pro- 

duction      135 
P<rcentage in  world production  of  the 

Middle East and Venezuela together 21.1 

17.3 
266 
32.3 
66 
1.6 

1.5 

88.5 
523 

I6.0 
783 

15.0 

319 

»ss IQr,{i 

54.8 81. <» 
47.5 62.1 
171 V.2 
32.7 47.5 

5.4 X.2 
1.3 7.3 
1.5 2.3 

162.3 2652 
77.* 1,076(1 

21.0 24.6 
H2.4 152.9 

14.6 14.2 

35.6 38.8 

v . .'V«7ifrKnltedjNtV,?n5r SC0!i0Mdc D«*1****»** •» the Middle East, VtSH-IW (Sales V>.. 60.II.C.2.), and United Nations Statistical Office. 

„f Jü?T Ìn the ^.ntrÌ" accrued lias increased as a re*ult <>f this continuous expansion 
of production, except in Venezuela (see paragraph 154). 

Table 14. Direct payments by 

(Millions of dollars) 

MMMr K..I *»•!.. 

Year Iran Iraq Kuwait     Studi Arabi» Ytar 

1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 

9 
91 
153 

144 
191 
206 
193 

169 
194 
282 
293 

226 
281 
275 
283 

1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 

213 
272 
263 
286 

/,„„ 
IM 
237 
212 
Ut, 

k¡mutt        Va«Ji Atei* 

MW, 
354 
•«10« 

Mii 
302 
.VW 
.130»' 

Source: For the years 1953-1958, United Nations, Econome »includi!« payments l.y the (¡rttv O.I ( ..rp..rati..., ,.IM rutin« 
{¿St   Vrïïi* n   lhe

r
AUddl>:  *«"•  '95S.1959;   for   1959 and in the  Neutral Zone  fSiudi  Arabia             '                '          " 

I960,   Middle  East   Economist  and Vinone tal  Services   (Vew 
\ork), May 1961. t. .   1                     .                     -v, 

. i„ .   ..                    A     .       ,       .                  . Petroleum payments   represent   27   IH r  mit   of   liovernmcnt 
•Including   payments   by   the   American    Independent   Oil receipts in Iran, 47 per cent in Ira.,. Ml per , em in Venezuela 

Company operating m the Neutral Zone  (Kuwait). and 81  per rent  in Saudi   Aral.ia 
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150. I lie svMcm> considered have also permitted the 
development of |«-trnlcuin resources, as is >!i<i\\n h\ 
the growth ut proved reserves in the Middle 1 "a-t. 
During the period l''.?S-VHt), the world's proved re- 
MTvis i crude |tctr<ili'utii increased almost untold, 
from 4.J5 lo 41.5 billion tons. During the same period, 
proved reserves in the M iridie Last increased thirty- 
sixfold, from 0.7 to _'5 billion tons, compared with a 
4.5 fold increase in the rot of tlie world, from ,V55 
to 10.5 billion tons. In I960, th • Middle Last had 
01 per cent "f the world's proved reserves of crude 
|ictrolcuin, as compared with 10.5 per cent in 1038. 

151. The <|IKstinti arises as to whether this kind of 
experience is valid for countries with sub-soil resources 
less rich than those of the Middle Mast, since in most 
of the cases referred to the initiative came from com- 
panies anxious to «usure optimum yield, hi this con- 
nexion, two further examples may IK* quoted which 
appear to show that the international companies have 
no systematic jtobey in this field, in Libya, a new 
country which became independent in 1051, exploration 
undertaken in V>5(> Itegan to hear fruit in 1058. In 
four years, between 1056 and l***), 105 wells w re 
drilled, i wenn eight of them productive. In mid-1000, 
thirty two drilling rigs were in operation and the 
capaci'y was over .ÎJ million tons a year (66,000 barrels 
per day). In November 1061, the first shipment of 
crudi' from Zelten was loaded at Port Breg.-. which 
is linked to the deposit by a 160-1 ilometre pipeline. 
Reserves are estimated to lie in the region of one billion 
tons. 1'rnduction was 850,000 tons in 1961 and is ex- 
| \i>d to reach 0 millions tons in 1962. In Nigeria, a 
general reconnaissance was liegun by exploration teams 
in 1037, but work was interrupted during the Second 
World War. I »rilling was b-gttn in 1051. The first oil 
was discovered in j;..iuary 1056. Production was ap- 
proximately 2.2 m'linn tons in 1901. Reserves are 
estimated to IK- almut 30 million tons 

/.    ent trends in countries where exploration is financed 
front private sources 

152. Two trends have recently Income apparent: in 
some cases efforts have Iw-en macie to increase the 
financial lieneftts accruing to the treasuries of the pro- 
ducing countries, while in others a fundamental change 
has been made in the res|tective roles of the State and 
of private companies in petroleum cxploratiim and 
exploitation. In certain cases, the two trends have 
develo]»ed simultaneously. 

153. As far as the financial benefit s accruing from 
o]H*rati«»ns an* concerned, two practices have devel- 
ojied : the introduction of an auction system for mining 
permits; ami modification of the fiscal regulations gov- 
erning exploitation. 

154. The latter method has I teen adopted bv Vene- 
zuela, which recent 1v increased the tax on profits from 
50 to 60 per cent. This increase in taxation, at a time 
when tlic world market is abundantly supplied, caused 
an abrupt slowing down of petroleum operations and 
an alinosi complete cessation of exploration. The nuni- 
Iter of wells drilled in Venezuela fell from l.l'tl in 
|'>5S to 440 in r*»i0. The number of exploratory wells- 
included   in  this   total  fei'  from   1**' to a  little  under 

sixtv during the same period/" The ml companies' 
estimated net profits m I'M) were S.VHI million (as 
against $427 million in ll)V' and $523 million in 1058). 
In I'XiO new investments totalled only ^-^77 million 
(compared with $3"'I in ilion in V>:'> and $570 million 
in 105N). Total r'-venue from the petroleum industry 
has fallen regularly since P'58-1950. when it was 3.381 
million bolivars ($l.ol0 million). The figure for 1959- 
1'HiO was onlv 3.140 million Itolivars {$935 million) 
and for l'Mi-ï'M 2.'>77 million bolivars ($890 million). 
In order to stimulate the petroleum exploration pro- 
grammes of private companies, the Ministry of Mines 
and Hydrocarlton.s accordingly decided in < ìcto'ter l'tfil 
to remove the restrictions hitherto imposed on private 
companies drilling in areas adjoining national reserves. 
This exai pie shows how difficult it may be to find die 
jtoint of 1. dance that will ensure optimum fiscal yield. 

155. In this connexion it should be mentioned that 
the policy of States may vary with the stage of devel- 
opment of their petroleum economy, (¡overnments natu- 
rally attach more im|M>rtancc to encouraging investment 
in exploration when rates of production or discovery- 
are low and development is still in the early stages. 
After the first discoveries, Libya decided to modify 
the arrangements originally established by the law of 
1055. While it would be out of place to make an analysis 
of the new provisions at this jtoint,32 it mav be noted 
that the principal cha ig?s were financial or fiscal, the 
de]»letion allowance b ing abolished and the original 
rates of amortization »eing reduced. In addition, the 
new regulations increase annual rents and establish a 
system of bidding for new concessions. 

156. The modification of arrangements for the divi- 
sion of profit is sometimes coupled with measures to 
promote direct and public national participation in 
industrial o(>crations. Alnvtst all major |ietrolcuni pro- 
ducing States where exploration was carried out by 
private comjtanies have made efforts to promote a na- 
tional industry. The extent of such eft' >rts has varied. 
In some cases new concessions have ln-en refused to 
nou-iiatioual companies. The measures taken have Iteen 
of various kinds, usually involving public 'titervei.tion 
(direct or indirect i. although in some cases steps have- 
only been taken to encourage the formation of com- 
panies in which national capita] (private or public) 
predominates. 

Iran 

157. In Iran the National Iranian Oil Company was 
set up to undertake o]»erations in »he petroleum industry 
on liehalf of the State. The formation of this Coinjmny 
substantially modified relations lietween the State and 
exploring companies. These relations were governed by 
the Agreement of 29 (Xtolter 1054 with the C onsorium 
(a group of international companies), while the Na- 
tional ('ompanv assumed res] ton sibil it y for a wide range 
of o|K-rations not s|Hrifically connected with petroleum. 
In addition, it appointed two directors in the two com- 
panies forming the Consortium. ( »iterations were carried 
out by the companies which purchased their share of 

•'" Iti-tvwn l'iss an,| \<>m ;!„- numlter of »ells rose from 
..l'i" In .'.Ms ,„ s,.„ti, Amcrii.i, fr„„, p».? io Al j„ the Middle 
I ,ot aii.l ir m Mix, ¡,, S.7S-, j„ t!„ A..r|,i a> a whu|t. t.xc|u,l¡llg 

the jil.iiiiinl . " ii"trv onmiru- at ] the I'nittil States. In the 
t into!  Mates, tlif  ! unire  (, 1|   ipmi  57,'Uf> to ïï.ftUt 

;i- So   /',/«../, „MI   I'rr.u  S.-rri,.-.   Scpteml-ir   I%1 
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the Consortium'* production at current prices. Thus, 
no financing problems substantially différent from those 
associated with conventi mal concessions arose. In addi- 
tion, the National Company tended to assume a role 
ancillary to that of the Plan anil the General Budget. 

158. The law of 29 July 1957 introduced a number 
of innovations, establishing the basis for future opera- 
tions outside the areas reserved for the Consortium 
under the 1954 Agreement and defining the conditions 
governing operations by the National Company. In the 
case of exploration, the Company could operate directly 
or through contracts with private or foreign organiza- 
tion.s. In fact, the Company undertook both forms of 
ojicration. The- Company was faced with heavy costs 
in connexion with the distribution of petroleum prod- 
ucts and the development of infrastructure facilities. 
It continued the exploration operations started in 1951 
by the Iranian Oil Company (whose assets it took over) 
and exploited the discoveries. The costs were so high 
that the Company could not meit them from the funds 
accruing from payments by the Consortium and had to 
borrow substantial sums. In addition it was unable 
to undertake further exploration. The Company accord- 
ingly used the jxjwers open to it under the I .aw of 
1957 to promote the resumption of exploration outside 
the Consortium areas. The Company may OJMMI certain 
areas to Iranian or foreign prospectors, either under 
contract or through mixed organizations (in which the 
Company must hold over 30 per cent of the capital). 

159. The prospecting companies are required to pay 
an annual rent to the National Company and may in 
some cases lie asked to pay a premium. When petroleum 
is produced, the rents and payments may lie accounted 
as exploitation costs. When the National Company's 
|Kirtici}Kttion in the partnership is over 50 per cent, 
however, the other partners may assume responsibility 
for exploration costs instead of paying annual rent. 
This provision, with some minor changes, is embodied 
in the three contracts recently concluded by the National 
Company with the Iranian subsidiary of the Italian 
Ente Nationale Idrocarburi, the American Pan- 
American Company and the Canadian Company. Sap- 
phire Petroleum Company. In these cases, the National 
Company and its partner formed an association with 
equal participation. If petroleum is produced, devel- 
opment and exploitation costs will In- financed by the 
partnership, each of the two shareholders bearing its 
share of the costs. The partnership would repay the 
exploration costs to its shareholders, at a minimum 
rate of ten cents per barrel produced. In the event of 
an exploitable discovery, the position would therefore 
lie the same as if the partner had paid the National 
Company a rent equal to half the exploration costs. 
In other respects the usual fifty-fifty rule applies. The 
arrangement provides the National Company with 
financial resources and also, in the event of success, with 
a means of financing future expansion. 

KutkXiit 

160. In Kuwait, a Kuwait national oil company was 
set up at the end of I960, 60 per cent of its capital being 
held Iiy the Slate and 40 |MT cent by local nationals. 
Kuwait has entered into advantageous agreements in 
this fiel«!, notably with a Japanese company in respect 
of the Neutral Zone and recently (15 January 1961 ) 
with  Shell in  respect  of an offshore area.  Under the 

contracts,  the   Ruler ot   Kuwait   r.-„r\e.  tit,    nju   t- 
participate in the Company   it ..i!  is .hvo\,i«,|   Ì n,l. : 
clause 12 of the agreement' with the Arabian ( Ml l ,.m 
pan/,   the   Kuler  is  guaranteed   the  n-lit   t..   tak,   up 
10  |KT  cent   of  the   Company's   capital   at   par   valu, 
Clause 2.Ì of the agreement  with  Shell  IVtrolcum  IV 
velopment  enables him to acquire _'i> p< r  cent  ,.•'  the 
company's capital on payment of a sum equal to Jo p,-, 
cent of the expenses actuallv  incurre,! up t,,  tli«   date 
of the discovery.  It is not  clear whetlu r the intention 
is that the national company   should assumo  respinsi 
bility for such payments. The'funds to be used to finance 
these costs are therefore not determined. 

Venezuela 

161. In Venezuela, in addition to increasing the 
royalties payable by private companies, the State sot 
upa national oil company in April \{Hi). The Company. 
which had long been planned, had in all probability 
not I teen set up earlier liccausc of the difficulties of 
financing it. The Venezuelan (¡ovcrnment appear to 
vvish to reserve all the territories not granted to this 
Company. The Cotnjianv has liegun operations in Lake 
Maracailxi. but no information is available on the 
progress or objectives of the operations or the methods 
of financing. However, in Octolier l%l. the Vene- 
zuelan Oil Corporation announced that it was prewired 
to study projKisals from private companies for the joint 
exploration and production of |ietroleuni in accordance 
with the Government's new policy. It is also understood 
that the Iraqi Government has a similar project to 
set up a para-state organization in th field. Libya 
already has a national oil company but its capital i 
believed to be largely of foreign origin. 

162. Although the trend described almve is general, 
its scope is limited. It no doubt results from the desire 
of Governments to derive the greatest jiossililc ad 
vantage from their natural resources by participating 
in their development. Two examples of this trend are 
provided by India and the United Arab Republic, while 
in Indonesia, where concessionary companies produce 
large tonnages of petroleum, there apjwars to IK- a trend 
towards a policy involving a greater degree of State 
intervention. 

Recent trends in countries where exploration is financed 
from public and private sources 

India 
163. India did not liegin to develop its petroleum 

resources until the nineteen fifties and it was only in 
1955 that the Indian Government di-rided to embark 
on a large-scale petroleum development programme 
designed to enable the country to meet its growing 
needs. Effort is required in all sectors of the jKtroleuni 
industry, but is particularly urgent in the field of ex- 
ploration. Since 1955, substantial allocations of tin- 
order of $10 million for a five-year period have lieen 
set aside to finance direct state ojierations and an < )il 
and Natural Gas Commission has been set up in tin- 
Ministry of Industry. At the same time, the Govern 
ment has liegun to |wrticipate in certain private explora 
tion programmes. In 1956, on the eve of its second five 
year plan, the Indian Government took a step of major 
importance when it declared in its Industrial Policy 
Resolution that  it  was placing the  petroleum   indu-ir\ 
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in   the  public  sector and  I,;,.!  decided   !,,  invest  SM/ 
million  m petroleum t-x|»Tiir;iti.iti. 

IM.     < »11  tile eve ..I the third  lue  \ear  pimi. !i..,-.r,, • 
the   ITK1ì;UI   Covernment,   considering   t f i : • ï    tin 
which the Siale would have to make m mder to 
resources   and   requirements   in   ]'»;o  might   be 
sistcnt   with   the accoiii|ilislii!!cnt   of  other   fundam.•utal 
tasks, decided to turn to private companies and Ionian 
sources   and   to  associate  them   in   i(,   efforts,   without 
losing   its  control  over  the  imhistn.   It   is   planned  to 
invest  S_M_»  ii,;'lion   jn  the  petrolenui  indtistrv. out   of 
a total investment of £14.700 mü'ion in the public sector. 
Numerous   negotiations   have   heen   initiated   with   the 
object   of   creating  new  partnerships  between   the   Oil 
and   N'attirai   das   Coinmission   and   exploration   coin 
panics (T'.nte N'azionale Idrocarhuri (FN!) and, in par 
ticular, the   P.itrmah Oil Company)  or of securing the 
technical assistance required by the Indian < ¡overn'tnent 
in   view   of   the   multiplicity   of  the   tasks   undertaken 
simultane-ottsly |,v the Oil and Natural ( ias Coinmission 
(Soviet   tc-chnical assistance in some ana-:   the recent 
contract   with the  French   Petroleum   Institute for the 
Jatsalincr   region).  The  agreement   with   the   litirniah 
Oil  Company is regarded  hv tic   Indian   Covernment 
as a  model   which  it  hopes   will he adopted   hv other 
enterprises.• 

Vnitcd .Arab Republic 

165.   Until   1°56,   petroleum   exploration    and   ex- 
ploitation   in  the United Aral)  Republic  were entirely 
in the hands of foreign private companies. In  1(>?6, the 
(¡overnment set tip a public establishment, the Cenerai 
Petroleum    Authority,   empowered   to  engage   in   the 
whole range of petroleum operations and to have capital 
holdings in  other organizations.  In   ln.v,  the Cenerai 
Petroleum Company was set up. Its capital is at present 
held by the  F.conoinic Institution and mav belong only 
to   Fgvptians.   The  Cenerai   Petroleum   Company  has 
three   small    fields,   where   production   started   in   late 
"'>50 and has been increasing regularly  ( U5.000 tons 
|M    annum).  The second five-verir development plan 
whkh came into force on 1 July I'M), places consider- 
able emphasis on petroleum development.  In  niid-l°f.O 
the Covcrnmcnt   also invited  bids  f,,r  the  exploration 
of the  western desert where it  hopes that   oil  will  be 
found. TI H • conditions provide for a fifty-fifty division 
of profits in the case of companies which accept domestic 
(not   necessarily   state)   participation   and    a    rovaltv 
higher tlinn  50 per cent of the profits, payable to the 
State, if there is no participation by national capital. 

If/». No tender has vet been made under these con- 
ditions. During ]<>61 the State also tightened its hold 
over the economy. Foreign concerns now fall into three 
categories: those which are 100 per cent nationalized 
(hunks,   insurance,  public traus|M.rt ) ;  those   j„   w-hich 

xt Hy purrliasiii« an additional  15.75 per cent  , 
of Oil liitlia, Ltd. at |iar value ft,in tin- Ifurinah 
lor tasli, the (itivt-riinn-nt imreased :t- holding in 
lo  Sit |HT   cent,  the  sanie as  lli.u   of   liurmah  ( h 
culi   financial   partner   »ill   U-.ir   its   shire   oí   t! 
foreign ciirrciu->   heinj;  provided hv the  liiirm.ih  ( 
In calculation   tirotiis. a  deduct-on  «ill  !>e made 
and   future   exploration   and   devel  pnieut   cost,   . 
Iliis  is   thus   neilher  an  amecmeiit   with   the   I-M 
luriin; oí  profits nor an association  such as  |\ \ | 

¡nto with   foreign  government. 
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die Coy, ruinent already has a holding, which it will 
ultimately increase to at least 50 p. r ceni; and tho,e 
m which the State takes over indivi.Inai holdings ex- 
ceeding 'J I- 10.1)00 (SJO.OOOi. |„ ;i|| eases, \ p,.r ^ent 
iilteeii-\(.ir government bonds will he given in exchange 
tor these holdings. For example, the Covernnient's 
diare m Anglo-Fg> ptian Oilfields was increased from 
''.'. per cent to 55 per cent: all the other shareholders 
had lo surrender half their shares. Compensation in 
the lorni of government bonds is based on the Cairo 
Mock hxchaiige quotation before the promulgation of 
the nationalization decrees. The same procedure was 
applied io a small, local importing and distributing 
concern, wholly Fgyptian-owned, while individual hold- 
ings .,i more than £ F 10.000 in the Société française 
des pétroles SF.RCO (SF.IvCOP) will he acquired by 
l'ie Covernmeiit. which already holds more than 49 4 
per cent of the shares. 

Id7.   Xo other oil companies have vet been affected 
i.y IIK  decrees p'omulgated but the Covernment seems 
deh mimed to keep private capital out of the key sectors 
ot the economy. Reference should also he made to the 
agreement concluded in Novemlier 1%1 hv the C.overn- 
"K-iit   ol   the   United   Arab   Republic  with  the   Italian 
concern,  l-.XI. The first part of the agreement relates 
J» the op.nmg of a credit of  £F50 million which will 
i'e use.! to found an Egyptian petro-cheniical industry 
and  to unport the equipment necessary for expanded 
pétrole,,,,,  exploration  in   F.gypt. Under the  terms of 
I lu-  Mcond   p.„t  of  the  agreement,  the  Government 
grants FN I an exploration permit and. if necessary   a 
conce»«.,, of M)0 s.,,,are kilometres in an area lying 
betw-e,, the N.le Delta, the Suez Canal and the Red 
Sea.   I his agreement   is  similar to that concluded   by 
I'-A I m Iran, providing for a Cftv-fiftv division of profits" 

, -He assump,,,,,, (1f exploration costs'bv  FN!, and emiaì 
I'i'tnership with a state concern. 

ION The I'nited Arab Republic has l-ecn trying for 
:"Z  v,ari:   «" ''«"velo»  petroleum  exploration  in   its 
«intnry. In achieve tins am,, a numlicr of oil concern* 

•uve been tncorporated in the public sector; the State 
hus acquiring ,„!.stantial petroleum assets with no 

>resh capttal <„,.!ay. The problem of financing the 
".•»nagement and particularly the growth of these 
a-ets. mainly through exploration, remains to IR- solved 

^¿%S•]wM wi,h EXI " » »*w -mi 
liidoiicxiii 

1'.«».   L'util   recn.ly.   the   big   international   groups 

I ,done r\r '"i,,,r ft-'Ci0pinK IJe,r0,,'"ni «•ur^s 
..I   is,,. Alter the achieve,,*,,, of independence in 

1 »* . the granting of IK.lv concessions wa   s„„>ended 
l->; >-'g  the   enactment  of  new  petroleum  leg SioiY 

tatus o, the petroleum industry. The Presidential 
'1'vree regulating the introleun, i.tdustrv was ¡Ü» 
promulgated  until  \<>U)    \l,|,olI.,      '      f, ^ ' ..-ill , „,. ;    •    ,        ,    • -1,l"'»»Kn existing concessions 
,     (    "'•!• » -ti -ore,, f.,,- a 1„,¡|„| but still indeterminate 

'••-••• tuiït•"? -,,f   -'' a»•, ^ "' "- «reas v.'l i   he  niiilert-il.«.!!  ,...t..  i...  ,i„   ...  . '".,„",'.  '" "    -•••-••;' 
,    • • ''>  t,u" St-<is'. W'hiie al Detro- 

"""  ••"•""»-  "'"M   IK- carried  ou,   l,v  state   LX- 
'•""r may  appo,,,,   pr¡vate companjes as 

'•iw     V.o, ,;..•    '"'", "' t',,ntr:i,'l^ are ratified hv 
••'*     \.go„,„(1Ils   iH-tw«-,,   the   three   main   foreign 

takings,   the 

'iiiracior.  provided 

:s 



companies ami the ( ioverninent lui a neu agreement 
having been suspended, the < Ioverninent decided al ihr 
'ii.l ..i \iigi.si I'd,! id.-,!. ,,, future, carnin-s wuuM ;„. 
•Iiaivd mi a -ÌM\ forty basis. Three Ma!,-'nu. rpris, , 
arc alrca.lv active. 1 .»it MI view of ihr increase in ti,; 
budgetary deficit atifl the amount ,,f linanci.il aid 
lece.ved trum abroad for industrial <l<-v<-]<>|»IIK-TII th.-v. 
-tini tinlikeh tu obtain the funds iur«-^ar\ i.,r petro- 
leum c\|durali.m and ilc-vt^lopnu-iit. 

170. It ma) thus he .,«•„ that countries «hen 
expiration was .,„'¿¡inaliv financed hv privale capila! 
al'Mic have recently adopted a new attitude l.mnr.h tin- 
development ..Í their |Kttu!,„m resume,-, ||(W,V1 

'livrent the policies followed in this résped. ;,o gov 
«•ruinent can now disregard petroleum problems .„Tth« 
solution of which industrial development and the achieve 
iiHMil "t higher standards „f living Ml ]:{Vl,t.W (U.,(n|l| 

ConrliMions 

171. Today. 22 |HT cent of tin- world's pop,i|;i|„,n 
United States. Kttropc and the Soviet lui..,,, cons,,,,,,. 
/K..t |HT cent of world |Mtroicum production T...-<• 
I.Kures bring out the enormous |*>tauial demand fu, 
|«tr,,!eum throughout the world, more |«irticularh in 
the developing countries. For example. India, with •»<¥» 
tinlli.ni inhabitants (14 IH-r cent of tin- world's pup,,', 
t'oiu consumes only 6 million tons of petroleum (Or. 
IKTcent of world consumption). If the Indians cms,,,,,,,! 
as much petroleum \*r capita as the French, India 
would need 220 million tons per vear  (21 per ceni  ,.f 

iSìr,rWXm,ìir,ÌOnl- ,n ¡qm tn(li:> l»n«l".-.-! 
msm tons. I his hasic inilalanoe in consunipti..,, i- 
:MTiiiii|«m«| hy a similar imbalance in prod,,, ti.- 
Alninst two-fifths „f ,|U. worM.s cntr|o llrtr(lIrIIM1 N 

produced l.y six cnuntrie.s whose combined |M.|«it:,ti..„, 
represent just over one per cent of the world total and 
whose petroleum consumption lardy exc. -i|s two ,»T 
cent ut the world total. " ' 

1/2.   Virions conclusions mav U- drawn in,,,, these 
•iKtircs. Tie need to secure an overall increase in the 
supply of ml to keep pace with risii.« living standards 
'< obvious.   If. as is hoped, the efforts to develop the 
jxxirer countries are successful, there will certainlv   !«• 
a mass-ve   increase in  the denian.l   for  hydrocarbons 

I his increased consumption will, in  turn, he a factor 
in   development.   The  problem   of   oil   exploration   is 
therefore crucial for the developing count ries, hut it has 
many cha.ging and sometimes conflicting aspects  Sonic 
of the deulop.ng „„intrics produce twenty times more 
oilI than  they   need; the majority   bay  scarcely   any 
Whether a country is rich in oil or has none at all   tin 
pnemnient   must   concern   itself   with   the   jHtroieun, 
industry for ,t is vital to the economy. Considerations 
<>f national   security  have  imitimi   the  big  industrial 
countries to ensure the availability of minimum supplie, 
of petroleum. At the economic level, the trade balan.-c 
of some countries is weakened hy oil imports, for others 
national  wealth  de|icnds largely  on   tinding ,„ca„s  ,„' 
exploit their |>etrole-iiii resources. 

17.1   This  almost universal  eagerness  to make  the 
l«si use of jK-troletim resources explains the variety ... 

'^'••'I'lii'-i.t    .cb.nies   «¡ne!, )uw.  |H,.„  ,„|     „,,, ,   ,, 

"n,:-,,v   '"' »«-thods UM-d.o nuance i.neM.ncn.s'        " 
1/1 ,'' '' ""' ,l"' I"»-]-«• "Í this ,-e,H,rt ,., ,.M1„ . 

•""  judgment   .„, ,1,,-  methods dcscnUd    M,||  ,,.', ,,, 
";":,llll''';i ;•••> <""• method r,„!UT ,i,.m .„„„,„,.   ,,„ 
i"'"';""    '•>'   -"V7""-'"'s o,  a giv,„  ,„,,,,,,,„,       lhi 

VV1"'."  ''•'•'••"  t   l»\   historical   and  psychologic!   CM, 
:I'I«-I.I:IOMV (. ertain rules •„„,, nevertheless !„' ,,|,S|.M(.i 

"  "".' '""'   -"!'"""i  is  to he  found  to  th.-  prul.Ym oí 
|-'-"i"¡.-llin.es,„v,ally  in  the developing comunes    vv]  
.""•H i- vapid  expaiisiun j„ all sectors. 

175. Whatever the method chosen fur .inane... 
«AP,..,-.,.,,,,,. ,, ,s essential to r.,,li/e ,hat the capital 
P   »•«•HI». |,M.  I. «his eventuality is „u,  accepted 

I,, ' 'K,,,"!,|,K-   "   r"   ,,;,V''   "*   '"•   •'•«•<*>»-'   later. 
... •,,•   the   results   oi   the   operations,   accumulated 

•l;-'"^ «'ill then have to |„. consolidated. In ,|,e,e 
nni.nista.ices hanks are naturally unwilling to make 
"•ms lor exploration operations. This „„willingness 

•I'H-S not .xt.,,,1 to all phases of ,K,ro|eu„, develupmen, 
I«« «m.pl- ... the highly spniilativ,. exploratory phase' 
\<> (X|.Wat,u„ programme diould th.'.efur, !«• launched 
I'V'ore there ,s an assurance that the necessari, me.„s 
ot t.nancmg it  are available. 

17". The more (bat is know,, about ., o„i„in\ 
l"K."l;'<im |M.tential. the easier il will !„• to obtain the 
¡a!"ta! needed to finance the development „f its ,„,,,, 
l<un. resources, l-yen if preliminary reco„,,aiss.,nc«' do., 
'"'t ttinnsh certain evi.lence. it ,,,av provide a guide 
"r sul.seonent operations and enenrage p.os,Kv|o.s 

»o "n.lcrtake then,. This phase is relatively i'.exL^uv 
and has been completed or is ,.„ tl„. ,„,„„ ,„• n,mp!et.,m 
m «nam countries. The survevi.ig of labilities h-nM 
iiiidoiibtedly IK- continued or started, where nness.(.v 
Si.'s.,,ue„i phases of devel un. cannot |K- iinde.t.,ke„ 
«iHi'-ut  a   detailed  economic analysis of   .be   different 
•••»•tor. „.volved. The decisi,,,, to go ahead is obv,.„,,U 
»it "«iired I.y |M.liticai or other cou.sid.-rations. b„, j, ,,.,„ 
""!>  '»e made m the context „f an economic m.-d.-l of 
« neh all  the  elements  are known.   If the  "pet...- ,„,, 
adventure    demands (be allocation of a   |aig(. ,,„,   ,,,- 
a c.untrv s ecoiio,,„c |H.ieutia!. the uncertain proti.al.ilitv 
'" this investment  will have to IH- weighed against  ,h- 
-aler weld o.  other mvestnieuts „, different  s.-cto.s „f 
the national economy. Such an analysis IHVIHIM-S easier 
«I only  by   reas.).,  of  the alternatives  which   ,„ay  he 
available if it is undertaken in an international contesi 

I He problem of exploration, production ami supplv   m 
a   «iven   country   can   then   |N.   studied    in    broader 
l'crspective. l.xcept in serial and essentially temi«.rarv 
conditions,  it   may  In-  stated  that  isola.ionis,,,  „.ak.-s 
t'»r insecurity  and  that  autarchy  is inconsistent   with 
the optimum   use  of a  country's  economi,    |H,i,-utia| 
I his  is  iKirticularly   irne  of  ptroleun.   dev.-lopn.ei.i 
Imr  iK.tb technical  and  economie  reasons,   |Htiole„,„ 
development, in every country, rwjuires toln. under.ak.,, 
m an mternatif.nal  framework. 

177. Many ¡»ossibiliiies exisi within ibis broader 
Ira.nework. The future dr|iends at the inlerualioiul 
¡i-vel on mcreasmgly close co-ofK-ration between the 
industrialized and the developing countries. |, j, (>ll!x 

by unwearying eflorts in this spirit that it will perhap, 
he [x.ssihle to sulye the continuing problem of maim.-,,,, 
I"!,' MlJ^hes  m   the context  of expanding  coiisinopi,.,,, 
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